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Specialty

subject connected

with the various

steps which may be taken to increase tht
productive capacity of soils interest»
our farmers more at the present timtthan the use of lime. The practice oi
applying lime, while it Las always beet,

somewhat in vogue, has become mucl·
more general during the last few year»
|TKii:Cl*-K
than formerly. This change must, on tht
whole, be regarded with favor; but there
Attorneys at Law,
is a possible danger that the pendulum
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may swing too far in the other direction
Dim' C- Pwrk5· Herrlck.
All'-·'
It is well to remember that in most parts
of the state there is sufficient lime in the
r W. ROUNDS,
soil to meet the direct requirements of our
growing crops. This does not mean that
Dentist,
lime is not often highly useful, but Is
mentioned simply to emphasize the fact
ME.
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NORWAY,
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Lock,
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that if useful it is usually because of io.ltf direct or
^ to l'i—1 to 5.
secondary effects, and not bevftn
cause more lime as a source of food for
the growing crop is required. The facti·
being as stated, it is highly important to
know what these indirect or secondary
effects may be.
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Hardware, Stoves,
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The secondary or indirect results which
will follow an application of lime must,
of course, vary with soil conditions bu'
the principal possible effects which are
of importance are as follows:
First—Free acid if present is neutral
ized. A sour soil is sweetened.
< of
Lead
second—Some of the less soluble potA!! Κ
Pipe
ash compounds of the soil are rendered
and Iron.
available, and the need of potash manures will be lessened, at least for a time
Telephone 134-11.
Liming will not permanently take the
place of potash manuring, for it will b«j. WALDO
understood that it adds no potash to the
soil. It simply makes it possible to draw
upon the stock found in the soil more
rapidly, and this, if persisted in without
the application of potash, wil! ultimately
result in the exhaustion of this element.
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
Third—Phosphatic fertilizers are often
NORWAY.
Connection.
Telephone
rendered more effective. This seems to
be especially true of the less soluble ma
terials, such aa tine ground rock phosphates. An application of lime appears
also to increase the availability of the
comparatively iuert phosphates of the
soil itself.
and Graduate

Repairing,

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
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Jeweler

Fourth—Organic

MPricesinOMountv.
MAINE.

matter

decomposes

and the plant food it contains becomes m >re promptly available.
This actiou is most important in its rela
tion to nitrogen, and It is especially valuable in heavy soils, in which organic
matter naturally decays slowly. Its effect
is also often important after turning under a green crop. On the other hand,
rapid decomposition of the organic matter, naturally present in such soils in
more

NORWAY,

rapidly,

small amount, may prove harmful
the lighter soils.
Fifth—Ammonia and its compounds
change into nitric acid more quickly. In
other words, ammonia nitrogen becomes
more promptly available, as nitric acid
when combined with bases which form
nitrates is the most promptly available
nitrogen compound for most crops. Sulphate of ammouia, when used as a fertilizer, gives poor results in many of our
soils unless these are first heavily limed.
Sixth—Lime mellows heavy aud clayey
soils. It does this because it flocculates
the clay particles, thus making the soil
more friable and permeable. Both drainage and capillary action are, therefore,
improved, and the soil is less likely to
become overcompact and to form crusts
and crack. The maintenance of good
tilth is, therefore, more easy.
Seventh—A moderate application of
lime, especially if used in connection
with greeu manuring or an application
of any organic manure, will increase the
capacity of the lighter soils to retain
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to
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Ninth—The presence of lime in the
Portland. Maine.
soil is highly unfavorable to the parasitic
organisms which are the cause of certaiu
diseases. Most important among such
K. W. C'Hi.KDLER,
diseases are clubfoot of cabbages and
caulidowers aud Ûnger-and-toeof turnips
aod beets. If the soil is badly infested,
lime may not prove a complete prevenwill furnish DOORS an<i WINDOWS of any tion, but the free use of lime without
SUe or Style at reasonable prlcea.
doubt decreases the tendency to these
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soils on which, when
and
clovers
fail,
where sorrel comes in largely
and
together with redtop, usually need
liming. It should be pointed out, bowever, that the preseuce of sorrel is
First—Those

seeded,

timothy

not a proof that lime is Deeded. This
(IIA\l»ltEK,
weed will flourish even in the soils which
have been heavily limed; but on such
Ma
soils the grasse» and clovers are likely to
crowd It out, while on soils wbicb are in
need of lime they are UDable to do so.
The preseuce of much moss or an abun
15 vears expert Watch- dant growth of bluets (Houstonia cteru
lea), borse tails (Kquisetom) or polypods
maker with
is an indication that lime
(Poiypodium)
Boston.
4Co.,
Kennard
will probably be beneficial.
Second—When soil is sour it will turn
blue litmus paper placed in contact with
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it red. Tu carry out the test, make about
a tablespoonful of the soil into a tbin
mud with pure water, and after it bas
stood for a short time lay a piece of blue
litmus paper on It and cover with the
mud. Be careful not to handle tbe paper
with tbe fiugers. After about teD minutes remove the paper, washing it, if
has
necessary, to show the color. If it
turned red the soil is sour, and needs an
application df lime. Practically all druggists keep litmus paper.
Third—The moat certain evidence of all
as to whether lime will prove beneficial
by a simple experiment which
j is afforded
may be carried out as follows: Layoff
two square rods in a part of the tield to
be tested which seems to be fairly repre
tentative and even in quality. To one of
these apply twenty pouods of freshly
slaked lime. After applying, at onoe
work it in deeply and thoroughly. A few
days later apply to each plot a liberal
quantity of either manure or fertilizer,
precisely tbe same amount to eaoh. Plant
table beets. If the soil is much in need
of lime, these will make a better growth
upon the limed plot.
THE

RELATION

Different

OF LIME TO CHOPS.

plant*

require

varying

amounts of lime. Some are extremely
sensitive to and much injured by the
are compresence of free acid. Other·
paratively indifferent to the presence of
»ucb aolds, while still others appear to
do better in soils containing them.
amounts
Among plants requiring large
of lime in tbe soil are alfalfa, clovers,
vetches. Grasses, as a
peas, beans and
rule, require lees lime than clovers, but
timothy wil' not do so well In sails markedly deficient in lime. On the other hand,
red top thrives in sour soils. Neither
sensitive
corn nor millet· are especially
well on
to acid. They will often do
soils which are sour. Tbe same is
acid(rue of potatoes, although excessive
even these orops.
ity is undesirsble for
Cabbages and turnip· aod all the cultivated members of the same family require
large amounts of lime. Mangelwurxels,
beets are usually
sugar beets and table
benefited by (ta*» a« also are onions,
la much
spinach and lettuce. Celery alsofruits tbe
benefited by liming. Among
and
cherry
apple, pear, peach, plum
nsuallv do beet where lime I· abundant
does
other
the
bend,
Tbe blaekberry, on
and
well in soil· containing free acid,
indicate that the

experiments
strawberry doee not particularly require

some

ttae.

Lime should not be

applied

Immedi-

ately preceding a crop of potatoea. They
are more likely to be affected with scab
abould each an application be made.
METHOD OF APPLYING

Althongh

LI<E.
a top dree*

lime applied as
ing on grass land ia often beneficial, it
provea moat effective in curreoting moat
of the fanlta of nolle needing liming if it
can be applied to the ploughed surface
and thoroughly mixed with the aoil. The
autumn or early apring ia usually beat,
but lime may be applied without hesitation at any season of the year when the
land ia not occupied by crops and when
it can be ploughed. If manures or fertilizers containing ammonia or organic
nitrogen are to be used in connection
with lime the latter should be put on and
incorporated with the aoil before tbe maLime
nure or fertilizers are applied.
.should always be applied broadcast, and
is soon as possible after it Is spread upon
the rough furrow it should be deeply
worked into the soil. For this purpose
either thedisk, cutaway or spring toothed
harrow will be moat effective. To apply
by hand is disagreeable, especially in tbe
case of the tlnest and dryest forms of
lime. A machine distributor or a manure spreader should be used if possible,
and the extent to which the lime will fly
into the air when a distributor is used
will be much reduced by an apron of
heavy burlap attached to the bottom of
the hopper and extending to tbe ground.

QUANTITY OF LIME NEEDED.
The amount of lime needed under different conditions varies from a few hundred pouuds to several tons, but an average of about one ton of good lime to tbe
If grades
acre will usually be sufficient.
of lime are used which contain 50 per
cent or less of calcium oxide, larger
quantities will be required. Such applications as have been suggested will not
unusually be called for a second time.
Smaller applications—perhaps from three
hundred to eix hundred pounds—once in
two to four years, will be preferable to
very heavy applications at longer intervals; if basic slag be freely need as a
source of phosphoric acid, it is probable
that a second application of lime will in
W. P.
most cases be
unnecessary.
Brooks, Ph. D., in Massachusetts Experiment Station Bulletin No. 137.
—

Premiums for Milk and Cream.
Augusta, Me., Aug. 10, 1911.
I desire to call the attention of the
creamervmen of the State of Maine to
tbe fact that premiums will be offered
For milk, cream and dairy products at tbe
Central Maine Fair, Waterville, and tbe
Maine State Fair, Lewiston, as follows:
The Central Maine Fair Association
jffers for
MILK AND CREAM.
Market

CLASS I.

mlk, raw, (our pint jars.

Premium, $25

CLASS II.
Market croam, raw, four pint jars. Premium, 925
Premiums In these two classes open only to
ictual producers of milk aud cream.
Class III.
klarket cream,

pint jars

pasteurized,

four

Premium, $15
to tbe

Premiums In this class open only
jrlee In the state.
are to be divided pro rata
These
or over.
imong all samples scoring 83 points

cream-

premiums

PRIVATE DAIRY PRODUCT8.
$4

$3

4

2

3

2

3
3

2
2

$8
Best display of butter
6
(test butter In prints
[test flrkln butter, not less than 10
6
pounds
Best bnlter made by (rlrl 16 years of
than
10
not
less
or
under,
age
5
pounds
Best display of cheesc, not less than
5
40 pounds
Best cheese, not less than 10 pounds, 5

4

2

CREAMERY AN1) FACTORY PRODUCTS.
$15 $10 $7
Best display of butter

Sest

flrkln butter, not less than 25

pounds

Best butter In

pounds

Best

prints, not less than 25

display of cheese, of 1G0 pounds

or more

The Maine Skate
>ffere for

6

4

2

6

4

2

10

5

2

Agricultural Society

MILK AND

CREAM.

CLASS I.

Market milk, raw, four plot jare. Premium, $50
CLASS II.
Market cream, raw, four pint jar·. Premium, #Λ0
are
Thew premium·
open only to actual pro·
lucers of milk and cream, living within tbe itate.
awarded
will
be
rh«v
pro rata among all sample·
«coring 90 points or over.
PRIVATE DAIRY PRODUCTS.
$S $5 $3 $1
Beet display >lalry butter
lient dairy butter In prints, not
1'
5 3 2
less tnan 10 pounds
Beet package of butter, not lees
than
more
nor
than 5
In form for delivery
10
10 6 4 2
unbroken to consumers
Be*t flrkln butter, not lees than 20
1
8 5 3
pounds
Beet fancy display butter, private
1
8 5 3
dairy
Best display cheese, not less than
10 7 5 3
40
Bent display sage cheese, not less
10 7 5 3
tiuin 40

pounds,
poumls.

pound·

pounds

CREAMERY AND FACTORY PRODUCTS.
#15 $10 $5
Best display of butter
Best flrkln of butler, not less than
2
3
5
25 pounds
Best butter In prints, not less than
2
5
3
25 pounds
Best package of butter, not less than
In
5 nor uiore than 10
form for delivery unbroken to
2
3
5
consumer
Best display of cheese of 100 pounds
3
5
10
or more

pounds,

Each of you who attended these fair·
ast year well remember the grand showing of dairy exhibits that was made.

Plans are being
by the managements of these fairs, working in cooperation with the College* of Agriculture, Department of Agriculture and
Maine Dairymen's Association, to have a
similar or better exhibit this year. During tbe entire fair a representative from
tbe Dairy Division of the Maine Department of Agriculture will be in charge of
tbe exhibits.
All premiums will be scored by commade

petent judges, the

score

card being used

The representative
iu every instance.
)f tbe Dairy Division will be pleased to
inswer all inquiries made by exhibitors
jr visitors.
Every effort will be made to
make the exhibit a success and in so far
is possible, educational.
Premium lists of Central Maine Fair
Association may be obtained by making
request to Secretary J. C. Fuller, Watervilie, aud for Maine State Agricultural
Society from Secretary J. L. Lowell, Au-1
burn.
All inquiries will be cheerfully answered by this division.
Hjcdlby C. Black,
State Dairy Instructor
Harrow for Moisture.
"If I were to come on to your farm and
set 750 teams to work for a week hauling
water on to a quarter section at the rate
of four ton· a day, I would then only put
on as much water as evaporate· in a week
when there is a good moisture oontent in
the soil." This is the striking illustration that President Worst of the North
Dakota Agricultural College gives of tbe
tremendous amount of water that escapes
by evaporation. He then concludes: "A
thorough harrowing will atop this evaporation and save that amount of water."
—North Dakota Farmer.
This is one of tbe things that we should
bear in mind when the weather promises
to be dry. There seems to be every prospect that we may have the opportunity
to try some of tbe methods of dry farmlog this summer. This harrowing echeme
is one of tbe moat important.
The editor of an eastern paper that circulates largely in the country, not long
ago gave his editorial opinion that agricultural oo-operatlon is impracticable,

nonsensical

and

chimerical, and

can

be a real success. Where this antiquated Boston editor has been keeping
himself during all these reoent years of
co-operative development Is a mystery.
He certainly lacks familiarity with the
world's events, and is as much out of
touch with this progressive age aa aa oldnever

Ι·

Ι
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|

Day.

By THOMAS G. O'GRADY

Copyright by American Press Asaoelation, 1911.
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Maggie McShane
were a young couple living In Kll
larney town. Ireland, and at the time
this story begins were not out of their
Pat was a fine strapping young
teens.
fellow and good looking, though he
Pat

was so

and

Doolan

poor that his clothes were rag

ged—it's not every man rçhose manly
beauty will show to advantage when
his bare knees are peeping through his
trousers and a tuft of his curly
hair protrudes through a bole In his

But when Pat smiled that good
natured smile of his clothes were forgotten and be was taken right Into
hat

hearts of those be smiled upon
As for Maggie, she was a housemaid
in a family whose place bordered on
the

of the lakes, nnd she was always
She had a real Irish
complexion, as white as milk and as
one

well dressed.

red as a

There was so much

rese.

mingling between the white and the
red

that

If

was

where the one

Impossible

to

tell

began and the other

ended.
Pat and Maggie did a lot of walkln»
about together on the banks of the
lakes, and they were always noted foi

the difference In their appearance
Pat's being In such marked contrast
But If Maggie's clothes
to Maggie's.
were spick and span and Pat's failles
to pieces, Maggie's face wore a serious
cast, while Pat's was always alight.

Hie rags could not overcome the cheer
fulness of his disposition nor chill his
generous heart, for whenever he would
meet any one worse dressed than him
self he would sing out:
"Arrah. bedad. man, go sell your togs
to a farmer to put up for a scarce

crow."
Then Pat would thrust his hand In
his pocket, and If by any possibility
he should find a ha'penny there he
would hand it out saying, with a
twinkle in his eye:
"Go buy a new suit of clothes."
The trouble with Pat was not that
he was lazy, but that he was the kind
of young man who needed opportunity. And what opportunity was there

for him In a region where the land
had all been taken up long ago by the
gentry? Was not the road leading
around the lakes so hemmed In by the
estates of the aristocracy that the
beauty of the scenery was shut off
completely? What was a young man
to do who hud neither land nor money
and whose only work—If he could get
lt_would be dressing himself in livery
and waiting on a master?
"Maggie." said Pat one day when he
and his sweetheart were sitting on the
bank of the lake near Maggie's mistress' estate. "Oi'm goln' to Ameriky."
"Oh, Pat!" exclaimed Maggie, her
heart falling like the mercury in a barometer before a storm.
"Yes, Oi'm goin' to Ameriky, where
they say gold dollars as big as cart
wheels are rollln' around in the streets
and all a fellow has to do Is to pick
'em up. Whin Oi've collected a lot of

'em ΟΓ11 send for ye."
"But, Pat. how're ye goln' to get to

Ameriky?"

"Worruk me passage."
"In the cabin?"
"In the caoin! woai wouia ui ιοοκ
lolke In the cabin In these togs? ΟΓ11
go as a coal heaver. D'ye suppose Oi'd
be dancin* around offerin' tay to the
leddles and gintlemen whin I can get

much more respectable job below?
And do ye suppose Ol'll be lettln' the
muscles of me arrm grow soft whin 01
can keep 'em hard?"
"But how*re ye goln' to git to the

a

■hio?"
What were me legs given
"Walk.
nje for? 8burely not for dancin'. because Oi've no llligant clothes, no
grasshopper coat, for balls and parties. 01*11 walk to Queenstown and go
In the first ship that'll take me."

of that happy-go
which was at the
bottom of all her lover's actions. But
Pat's disposition was not only happygo-lucky: he was a natural gambler.
His proposed move to America seemed
Pat
to Maggie a Jump In the dark.
There
was looking at the chances.
were surely none for him in Ireland,
and there might be some for him In
America.
Ergo. America was the
plaçe for him. As to his getting there,
why, any one can go anywhere. All

Maggie had

none

lucky disposition

stead.

Pat spent a couple of years with a
plumber learning the trade. The ap-

and not only beprentice
came a plumber, but a boss plumber,
and four years after having landed set
was smart

up for blmself.
Pat had a great advantage in his
cheery disposition. He became very
popular with bis associates, and. since
popularity is an essential feature of
leadership, be became a leader In a
email way. A politician, perceiving his
Influence, took him up and made him
one of his lieutenants. Pat developed
fine political instincts. He had the art
of turning down all grumblers,among
his adherents with that imperturbable
smile of Ills. This Is a power in poll
tics. If he was obliged to give four
plums to eight heelers, all of whom
had worked equally well "for the ticket." he would give four of them a plum
each, while every one of the other four
men received a smile, an encomium
and a promise for "next time."

Pat did not forget Maggie. Several
times h« made ready to send for her.
but every time something happened to
prevent Then he began to make mon
cy. and It occurred to him that it
would be a fine thing to go over, marry
Maggie In Ireland and bring her home.
Just as the quality do. He wrote to
her to that effect, but she wrote back
that such a plan would be too great a
waste of funds. So In the end Pat sent
her a draft for plenty to buy her a
first class ticket, but Maggie, who was
of a frugal turn of mind and could not
realize Pat's change of condition,
would not come over in any berth
above Becond class.
Now, it happened that when Maggie
reached New York Pat was engaged
in matters that required all his attention. He sent one of his workmen to
meet her.

but it

happened that the

very stupid person. And
as for Maggie, she had never looked
upon a town bigger than Killarney.
never seen a body of water bigger
than the lake on which she had lived
and. having always been a housemaid,
had no head for taking care of herself
She missed the man who had
Fortunately
been sent to meet her.
her affairs for passing the immigrant
authorities were in first class condl
tion, and she had no trouble with
them. But when she was landed at
the dock in a strange city, with no one
to tell her where to go, her heart sank
man

was a

within tier.

Some one looked in a directory for
her and found the address oil Pats
shop. Then he put Maggie and her
belongings on to a trolley car, told her
to ask for a transfer, take another line
and so mystified her that she didn t
know what to do.
Riding up the
street, she saw floating in the breeze
the green banner of Ireland, harp and
When
all. It was a welcome sight
the car reached a broad thoroughfare
It was stopped by a crowd.
Maggie
got out and was told a procession was
about to pass. Some one Invited her
to get up on a stoop, where she could
see,

and she

accepted.

Presently she heard music coming,
and a man on horseback approached.
He wore a "grasshopper coat" and a
ellk hat and a green sash covered with
rosettes hung from his left shoulder.
"Arrah, mushla," exclaimed Maggie,
"it's my Pat!"
There was Pat sure enough caracoling as marshal of a dozen or more
Irish societies celebrating St Patrick s
day.
"Pat,·* cried Maggie, "ifs good luck
I've seen you."
Pat could not have heard her, but at

that moment he happened to turn his
eyes toward her and saw her gesticulating at him. He rubbed his eyes
and, being satisfied that ahe was really
his Maggie, waved hie baton for a halt,
threw himself from hie horse and elbowed his way through the crowd toward her- Then when the grand marshal took the Irish immigrant In his
arms and smothered her with kisses a

shout arose from a thousand throats.
After the wedding, which occurred
the same evening. Pat remembered the
letter he had brought for her cousin
Bridget He was about to hand it to

her when he checked himself.
"What's In it anyway?" he said
Tearing it open, he took out a five

pound

note.

Maggie had supplied him with her
savings, hoping when he reached the
foreign shore and did not find Bridget
he would us» it
This time when Pat took Maggie to
his arms a tear stood in his eye.

GERMAN LATCHKEYS.

to Bo Uaad u Weapon· of
Attack or Defense.
is
to
do
to
he has
go.
Id Germany Is today
On the morning before Pat's depar- ζ Locksmithlng
trade as plumbing,
us Importaut a
ture he stood with Maggie on the banks
or the vocation of the
of the lake where they had stood so blacksmithlng
often before and would probably never
stand together again. They were look
lng out on the beautiful scenery,
though It is questionable if they saw
The mingled boughs of beeches
It
elms and oaks were putting on theii
summer apparel.
Ivy vines springing
from a tangle of holly and arbutus
clung to the taller trunks. Beyond al'
this was the placid bosom of the lake,
contrasting with the emotions in thu
hearts of the parting lovers.
"Don't be cryln* lolke that. Maggie
dear." said Pat. "This is a beautiful
scene and one we both love, to be
■are, but whin ye see me ag'in ye'll be
lookln' on a man dressed lolke a gin
tleman. They say a man can do anything he loikes In that free land, and
mebbe Ol'll be wearln' the wig and
gown of a Judge or the uniform βf a
glneraL How would ye lolke to see
me marehalln' a regiment o* iOjera*
Mebbe 0Γ1Ι be governor or president
or gomep'n loike that"
"Oh. Pat ye have elch wild dreams!"
Then Pat kissed her, took up hie
of a
pack, slung it on to the other end
on
staff and was about to set forth
him
his Journey when Maggie banded
an

envelope.

who
"It's for me cousin Bridget
wlnt to Ameriky last year. 8he's workto' In one o' the hotels in Ameriky."
"Which wan?"
If ye don't folnd
•*01 don't know.
It
her the week afther landln' open
and read what the wrltln' says."
"Ol'll folnd her, sure," said Pat and

with
with a last embrace he started off
down
head erect at a strapping pace
the road.

to a
Maggie waited till he had gone
fashioned melodeon that has been stowed
where she could see him through
away among the relios In a Baor Bay point
crest of
an opening In the trees on the
basement—Rural Life.

kiss.
hllL He turned and threw her a
it
Firing up didn't trouble Pat a bit;
of
was when he reached the great city
as
New York, where "dollars as big
In the
c«rt wheels were rolling about
a

Too many trees of one variety alongside one another is not the beet way to
plant them. Mix them up, then they
will pollenlse one another better ana
give you oholoer (roll and mora of it

that America
waa. after all. too big a country to
warrant a search for her, he put the
letter away. Indeed, he had no time
for anything but making ble living.
He eoon got a Job. though a small one.
and hadn't been in New York a month
before he cast off his threadbare suit
forever, donning a new one in its

Bridget, and, concluding

streets." that the real fight began. He
tttel frappe* ta neet Uaatfi »b»1°

Jig Enough

barber. »nys our consul at Hanover In
recent report. The first lock and key
were Introduced Into Prussia In the
fourteenth century and caused a con·
Hlderable sensation at the palace of the
He found
elector of Brandenburg.
that by these devices be could do away
with the guard at hie private doors
and thus materially reduce his houseSince that day the
hold expenses.
HchliMser, or locksmith, has been an essential factor in German life.
The present German house key could
be used as a weapon of attack and de-

a

fense. besides serving its original purabout
pose. It weighs on an average
one-eighth of a pound, and as each per
son entitled to carry a house and cor
rldor key has nearly a quarter of a
pound of soft Iron in his pocket it
is conservatively estimated that the
amount of'lron in circulation In Ger-

men and
many In the pockets of the
in the hand bags of women amounts to
2,695 tons, besides an additional 2,500
tons for the keys to the Interior of
German homes. Thus something over
5,000 tons of iron are put Into keys of
a size to be found nowhere in Amer-

However large the house or numerous the apartments, the outer door
is locked promptly at 10 o'clock, and as
Îbe German spends many of his evenings out every person carries at least
ica.

of these massive
entrance.

one

"My

keys

to effect an

Ne Wonder,
husband baa never

croea word to me."

apoken

a

"Yon lucky womanl How long bar·
|ou been married7"
"Nearly two weeka."—Chicago Beoord Herald.

Gallantry.

She- It qpeius to mi u though we
had nu't mtmewhere before. He—Impossible. fraulein, elae I should hare

fallen In love with you beforeI—Filegende Blatter.

II

Her
I Protector
<>

I

I

%
j>

An Am*"™" Wife In BeHin Show»

Ability to Take Care of Henelf

By SARAH EHRUCH
Copyright by American Pre« Amoelation, 1311
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When Commander Haverelaugh, U.
8. N., went ω Berlin as naval attache
at the Imperial court his daughter.
Louise, was Just nineteen years old.

Though so young, she had been a heart
smasher among the cadets at the Naval
academy, where her father had been
stationed for three years, besides ha ν
ing gone through several campaigns
She could not help
at West Point
flirting—not that she went out of her

way to find any one to flirt with; Inthere was nothing aggressive
about her. The trouble was that every
young fellow she met found In her
something that acted as an Incentive

deed,

for him to make love to her.
Louise being of a marriageable age
while her father was at Berlin, she
very naturally married one of the

young Germans she met at court.
Baron Carl von Hllderscbofr, a major
In the army and connected with the
Before Commander
general staff.
Haverelaugh would consent to the

he told the baron that Louise
natural flirt, but that her flirta
tions were Innocent and be need ha\e
no fear of her disgracing him or herself. The commander exacted a prom-

marriage
was a

ise that the baron would trust her.
relying entirely on her sense of honor
and self respect to choose the rlgh

Τ

was not long after the marriage
that Baron von Hllderechoff was or
dered away from Berlin on some temThere was one man Id

porary duty.
Berlin. Count Gethart who had been
attentive to Louise before her mar
rlace This man the baron disliked and
distrusted. Before leaving the capital
he said to his Intimate friend. Captain
Manteufel:
«1 am obliged to leave my youn^
wife for a few weeks here, and I wish
to leave her In your charge. You see
I don't wish her to be lonely. There

As soon as
one man here I don't like.
I am gone be will attempt to be devoted to her. I wleh you to be so attentive to her that he will have no

opportunity-

Υσ.mucb

"Perfectly. And I fee»
flattered at your confidence In m
Who le the man?"
"Count Gethart"
"H'ml You are quite right: he is a
dangerous man. Is your wife to know
of your placing her In my care.
"Well. no. I don't suppose there will
be any necessity for you to
the matter It is only In case Gethart

,nte**elJ®n1°

becomes aggressive, you ku°w"I see. Well, old fellow, I promise to
do the beet 1 can In the matter, though
I do not expect any action on my part
will be necessary."
Von Hilderechoff departed, and Man
Inteufel called upon the baroness.
deed. he made several calls, and to
her
give an excuse for dolDg so he told
that her husband, fearing she would be

lonely during his absence, bad asked
him to drop in once in awhile to cheer

h^wP.

American with
Louise, being
susplenty of American shrewdness,
nected that something had passed between her husband and his friend ο
which she had not been made aware
bv the latter. If the captain s good offices were to beconflned to keepliig her
an

from being lonely her husband would
have told her that he had made such η
request of his friend. When a woman
wishes to get a secret she usually sue
ceeds It was not long before she had
wormed out of Manteufel that be had
been commissioned to protect her from
Count Gethart.

warning

Commander Haverelaugh
had not been heeded.
It so happened that Von Gethart met
his old flame at a social function the
very evening after Manteufel had let
the cat out of the bag." She was ver>
gracious to him and danced with him
Manteufel saw them together and as
soon as the dance was over Joined
Louise straightway dismissed
them.
Gethart and walked away on the arm
of Manteufel.
Manteufel treated her during the rest
of the evening as he would have treated a schoolgirl who had been placed
under his orders and had been die
obedient. She seemed to be very penitent and promised not to do so any
Not only tbis-tbe next day she
more.
wrote a note to her protector expressing more penitence.
That the baroness' penitence was
only skin deep was evident from the
β

fact that she saw as much of Von
Gethart as of MnnteufeL The latter,
still insensible to the fact that his interest In his charge was rather for
himself than her husband* protested to
the baroness against her accepting at·
tentions from a man her husband disand distrusted. The baroness
claimed that she could not decline
them without giving offense. Prom this
moment the bitter feelings that bad entered the breast of Manteufel were
turned principally against the man lnliked

Itead of the woman.
Meanwhile the baroness was writing
loving letters to her husband, in which
the never failed to mention the many
kind acts of his friend Manteufel. She
also wrote that she had met Gethart at
a social function and that he bad called

upon her. This, she said, had seemed
to excite the disapprobation of Manteufel. She did not like to repulse Gethart. fearing to make trouble. 8be
longed for the day when her husband
would return nod relieve ner or an em
barrasslng pMltlon To this the baron

replied that be would be at home on a
certain date, arriving on a midnight
train.
The evening of Von Hllderschoffs
expected arrival the baroness wrote a
note to her protector and one to the

"We bave here in Berlin men wbo
would not hesitate to take advantage
of a woman left unprotected by ber
bus band."

men

In America have."

"Ton are right, baroness," said Manteufel, looking fiercely at Gethart

It Proves

the Interest and
sides paying all
and giving you
the spring. You

Berlin."

"Great heaven !" exclaimed the bar-

"We must interfere.1*
"How?"
"I harp sent Heinrich to discover
I am expectinp
the time and place.
him back every moment."
"Hlnimel, may he be successful!"
It was 2 o'clock when Heinrich re
turned. an4 all he knew was that a
carriage bad been ordered by Count
von Gethart to be at his door at 4

"Really, baroness, you must ex
began the captain. But the
lady simply put them both in the poeition of being ungallant If they de

cllned. and both gave a reluctant acceptance.
The party left the field in the conveyances by which they had come.
After a brief nap the baron, at his
wife's request, called upon Gethart
and Manteufel and persuaded thom to
meet as friends at her house.
"Something of this may leak out.'
he said, "and If you two men meet
at dinner under my roof tbe story will
be nipped In the bud."
This was an argument that struck

home with both the men addressed,
and in the evening they met at the
dinner under at least the guise of or
dinary friendliness.
Tbe next day the baroness sent Cap
tain Manteufel the letters he had
written her during her husband's ab
sence, and. reading them over, he was
astonished to see that he had shown
every evidence of Jealousy and Infat-

uation for bis charge.

DOWNING STREET, LONDON.
It Bsari the Name of a Clever Men
From Massachusetts.
Downing stroei. London, where are
the Brltl«ti < olonial and foreign offices
and the official residence of the first
lord of the treasury and where caolnet
councils are held, perpetuates the name

of a clever man from Massacbueetta.
Those were the days before the Fourth
of July had any significance In American annals. and George Downing, the
first scholar In the first public school In
Massachusetts and thp first graduate
eent out hy Harvard college, came to
England and hecamp a chaplain in
Cromwell'* aruiy.
By a remarkable stroke of fortune
he was sent to represent England at
The Hague when Europe was trembling before Oliver, and during three
distinct eras In England's history he

held the office of iirltlxb ambassador
at rbe Dutch court. He was as popu
lar or as clever under the Merry Mon
arch as under the protector and the
commonwealth, and it came to pass in
the reign of Charles II. that the man
Massachusetts was granted a
great tract of land at Westminster,
where be built huge mansions and laid
oat Downing street
To this day Downlng's street Is
from

Downing street still, and. thoagh
George Downing is forgotten, there is
no name in the British empire which

debt only an Inconvenience. You
will find II η calamlty.-Johnson.

er

#

taxes

for a year, be-

living expenses

our

splendid

a

start for

might be able to buy

have done splendidly-no oue can deny
that-and who could prevent the long
drought we have suffered? I know he d
think it was splendid of you to tiltcb
In and make the farm pay by doing
everything you could this winter.
Ben turned away, a discouraged
droop to his shoulders. Of course Mary

o'clock In the morning. But this was
The baron and his wlfrnot enough.
ordered their own carriage to be read;·
at half past 8. drove to a point near
the count's residence, saw hlni leave

cuse"—

φ

said 1 would."
His wife's eyes flashed strangely
"You don't understand father, dear
Qe has already admitted be was mis
taken m bis estimate of you. for you

on.

count.

φ

another cow."
"1 know all the advantages." said
"But you don t un
Ben Impatiently.
deretand bow 1 feel about it. Marj
Etta I It's sort of admitting I've failed on the furm. Just as your father

his eyes very wide.
"Yes. The affair will be the talk of

friend.
"Gentlemen." said the baroness with
a certain sweetness that never de
serted her. "we should be pleased to
see you both at dinner this evening."
"You are very kind, but"— began the

I

your losses of last summer. Mr. I· ra>
has promised you steady work at $2.50
—that's $15 a week. Why. It will pay

They met here this evening.
Manteufel insulted Von Gethart, and
they are going to fight"
"So?" repeated the baron, opening

swallow them, but it was Manteufel
H«·
who seemed especially crushed
had gone on the field believing thai
he was protecting his friend's wife
but cherished α hope that knowledge
of the quarrel might never reach be-

I

The sullen expression deepened on
"It
Ben Madison's handsome face.
isn't so easy going back to work under
a foreman after being my own boss
for five years." he said bitterly.
Mary Etta winced. "I know it. dear
But suppose you didn't have a trade
and couldn't make up this winter for

"So?"
"Yes.

of this quarrel?"
Both men. astonished, stood mute.
"1 bave been Informed by the bar
oness," continued Von Hllderscboff
"that there has been trouble between
you two. If my wife has anything to
do with It I beg you to put up your
Neitner of you need be con
swords.
I alone assume to
cerned about ber.
defend her."
Both the men addressed looked as if
they wished tbe earth would open and

|

best of most of them. You've got your
trade to fail back on."

necessary."
"How so?"
"He evidently knows that you don't
like tbe count and bas assumed to
keep him away from me."

"Gentlemen." cried the baron, "will
you kindly Inform me as to tbe cause

Id Time

I

"Never mind. Ben." encouraged Mary
Etta as her husband shrugged into his
overcoat and picked up bis hat. "everything will come out all right in the
All the other farmers In the
end.
county have met with the same failure that we have, only you've got the

to greet him.
"Well." be said after exhausting ordinary matters that had occurred dur
ing his absence, "bow about this Von
Get hart? lias he been offensive in his
attentions?"
"Not at all. but your friend Captain
Manteufel has been more loyal to you
during your absence than has been

vanced.

Safeguard

of Need
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waiting

and followed him to a grove near
the city, where his carriage stopped
and he and a companion alighted
Another carriage had Just arrived Thi
baron and baroness alighted some dis
tunce from the others. The day wa>
breaking when they saw two men tal:
lnp positions for α duel. Then they ad

a

By CLARISSA MACKIE

you to inform me as to tbe time and
place of tbe meeting."
"I could not well do that, baroness,
except that tbe valet of Count von
Getbart Is my friend. This may help
me out."
At 12 midnight Baron von Hilder
schoff returned and found bis wife

from whom she was being protected, asking them to call upon her. Is more familiar to as than his.—8t
They met The scowl that lowered j James' Gazette.
a
upon Manteufel's brow was Uke
thunderstorm In the Alps. Believing
that he acted In the Interest of his
Adaptable
friend Instead of from the promptings
Client—Before we decide on the
not
he
that
had
of Jealousy, forgetting
j house my husband asked me to inquire
been commissioned to pick a quarrel If the district is at all unhealthy
with the man his friend disliked, he Boose Agent—Er—what is your bus
walked right Into a trap and before he band's profession, madam? Clienthad been In Von Gethart's presence Be is a physician. House Agent Hum
half an hour bad In the most gentle- —er—well. I'm afraid truth compels me
manly manner In the world Insulted to admit that the district is not to»
him. It happened In this wise:
healthy —London Opinion.
"I do not think," said the baroness,
'that your men In Germany have the
respect, the reverence, for women our
Do not awustom yourself to consld
man

IThe

Voice of
Mary Etta

A brief silence marked this throwing
down the gauntlet, after which tbe
lady turned tbe conversation into othA few minutée later Geer channels.
tbart bowed himself out, and tbe baroness Indicated to Manteufel that she
would prefer to be alone. Aa soon aa
he had gone she called In a manservant and said to him:
"Heinrich, 1 have a very delicate Job
for you."
"What is it, baroness?"
"Count Getbart and Captain Manteufel are about to flght a duel. »I wish

and this money bad been a nun that
Mary Etta bad produced from some
secret biding place, for tbelr money In
the savings bank bad been drawn upon

I

Etta didn't know that he had gone tu
her father the ulght before and asked
him for a loan of $5U0 to tide them
over the winter and spriug—in fact,
until bis crops would begin to pay
along In May and June, for his market garden and forcing bouse had
proved a very paying branch of the
Madison farm.
IIo reddened resentfully as he rt
Fetor Lloyd's
old
how
membered
white eyebrows had lifted Incredulous
ly when his son-in-law asked for the
loan. "No, Ben." Peter bad said slow
ly "I'm not saying I ain't got the
I'll
money, for 1 bave, but I guess
If Mary Etta
It awhile longer.

keep

was a widow, now. and needed my help
it would be different. You're a strou;.'
it
man, and you've done well so far
would only weaken you to borrow thl*
Find a way out your
money of me.
self. You'll be the better off for It In
1
the end. and I wish you good luck
accident
you was sick or there was an
of some kind I'd be the first oue ο»
As It Is. you
band to help you out.
and Mary Etta have started out for
yourselves, and you're both capable of
it out to the end—same as the

fighting

"

of us have to do
Ben ...adlson thought of this conversation with Increasing anper ae be
trudged down the frosty road that led
The only al
to Fray's planing mill.
ternatlve left to him bad been to seek
a Job at Fray's, where its owner lta.1
told him there were sufficient orders
ahead to keep a good workman Ilk.·
Ben busy all winter making easlies an.,
blinds for the spring building trade.
rest

Now he was going down to tell Fray
Then- were
he would take the Job.
others waiting for the opportunity, but
Fray had promised Ben the first

chance.
When he reached the road that turn
ed down to the mill he hesitated ami
then walked slowly on. head down
moodily thlnklnffr At last he came to
the railroad station, where α few
loungers awaited the passing of the
Ben looked down the shin
noon train.
ing length of track that led to the city

beyond.

bench work, the

long

hours and the

dinner pall.
Ttaej
Ben was
chafed his Madison pride
the last of his family, and all the pride
of the Madisons seemed concentrated
in this young man with the strong
broad shoulder· and the bitterly droop
ing mouth, who lmaglued he had mad··

carrying of the

failure of life.
As tlie wlileuo or tne apjtroacDinr
train ehrieked from some distnnt cross
ing Bod Madison seemed to make u;
bis mind to some couroe of action. lie

α

tbo loungers con
station stove and
station bouse ami
walked up tbe track to the raised plat
form where there was α little heap of
baggage. He pulled his hat down ovei
bis oyes and muttered under hi»·
breath: "I Just can't go back to tbe
bench agala Γ11 get something to do
In the city and send for Mary Etta to
come.
I can write to her when I get
there and tell her bow it la. Shell un

glanced quickly at
grcgated about the
stepped out of tbe

derstand."
When he was In the train be tried ti
persuade himself that Mary Ettn
would understand Just how he felf
and look on his decision in exactly tb·
same manner that he did.
Mary Etta
bad pride too. He bad taken her from
a comfortable home, where as tbe only
daughter of a well to do farmer she had

bad little bard work and many lnxu
rie·. All of these things she bad glad

ly given

up to marry the man sbi
loved, and Ben prided himself on th(
fact that by tbe work of his band'

Mary Etta had not lind to do

as

much

uiuny of Mm neighbor·'
wive·.
She bad help In her bousecleaning, and whenever there was extra work to be done she bad a woman
to do ber washing and Ironing and
scrubbing. And yet Mary Etta looked very tired this fall. Indeed, there
was a faded look about ber usually
blooming face that Ben did not understand and secretly worried about
And yet bis anxiety waj not so great
He could support bis
aa bis pride.
wife, but be would do it in bis own
way. They would board all winter In
the city where he could get fine wages,
and In the spring they would return to

the farm.

street Sbe bad planned and contrived
all through the autumn months while
the dread of going back to tbe bench
still bung like a dark cloud over him.
He paused in front of a gaudily
painted doorway and read tbe posters
of a moving picture show. In a few
moments he had yielded to tbe temptation to enter and found himself seated well down in front in the long, narÀt tbe moment there
row theater.
were being produced the pictures of ft
thrilling rescue from flames ss a tall
tenement bouse burned.
Ben watched breathlessly and cheered as heartily as the rest when the
last picture faded away. lie did not
look at the card announcing the next

production.

The theater was warm,
and he was removing his oyercoaL
When he looked up he heard the
faintly familiar sounds of an organ reproduced from a large phonograph on
the stage, and there flashed into view
on the curtain α scene that took his
breath away and left him sitting in
stunned silence while It lasted.
Before him was tbe interior of the
village church at home, rows and rows
of familiar heads, while up in the pulpit tbe thin, angular form of the new
minister sat stiffly on the red velvet
sofa, while the choir grouped on his
left were singing.
He saw his own grave face beside
young Flurry Fray, the tenor. He saw
Mrs. Phillips, tbe pastor's wife, and

Mary Etta, looking very
and girlish, was singing, and
the others should have been joining in
the refrain, for their mouths were
opened. But it was only Mary Etta
who sang, her sweet, high voice rising
like that of an angel to the very roof
of the church even now as it wns reproduced from the phonograph and
floated above tbe heads of the mixed
Mary Etta.

sweet

audience, who hung breathlessly upon
every word she sang. Now and then
there was a strangled sob as the meaning of the song was borne to the

of the hearers and touched
tender chord.
Ben listened, seeming to hear the

hearts
some

broken trill of a robin from the churchoutside, as had happened the last
time Mary Etta had sung that old
Scotch hymn "My Aln Countrle:"

yard

far frae my hame, an' I'm weary
aftenwhlles
For tho langed for hame bringing an' my
Falther'e welcome emlle·,
An' I'll ne'er be fu' content until mine «en
I

am

The

do nee
gowder. gates o* heav*n an* my aln
coùntrle.

When the last note had died away
amid a silence that was more eloquent
than the noisiest applause Ben found
bis way to the management of the theater and was sent to the people from
whom tbe picture Alms had been purchased.
There, after many explanations and some delay, he was Informed
that the pastor had granted permission
for the picture to be taken from the
back gallery the spring before and that
Mary Etta hud been approached and
asked to sing the song into a phonograph. This she had at first refused
to do. and then, tempted by the money
offered, she bad consented and had
made several trips to the city to sing
many other well known songs to be
reproduced for the entertainment of

the public.
That explained to Ben Madison bow
It was that in spite of the scant returns from the furm that summer there
had always been plenty on his table,
while his store bills bad been promptly met The shadow in Mary Etta's
face was probably the reflection of her
troubled conscience, for her gentle
heart must have suffered at deceiving
her proud young husband
Thrilled with self contempt, Ben
Madison hurried home on the last train

that night and awoke the astonished
Mr. Fray from his early sleep. Theo
be went on to his home, where Mary
Etta was waiting anxiously for his re-

turn.

"Hurrayf" cried Ben Joyously. "I
got the Job all right Mary Etta. I'm
going to work tomorrow morning. You
got something for my lunch?"
"Lots." said Mary Etta, smiling
through her tears. "Do you mind goThere might be opportunities
ing back to the bench, dear?"she asked.

for other work than that he had left
behind when he married Mary Etta
He had hated the
five years ago.

drudgery

to meet necessary expenses.
Mary Etta was ft wonderful manager be tbougbt as be left the eating
place and walked aimlessly down tbe

aa

Once In the city street· he did not
know which way to turn to look foi
work.
By the time he had bought s
morning newspaper and hunted its col
umns in vain for advertisements re
quiring the especial services he bad
to offer be was ravenously hungTj
When be had appeased his healthy appetite be was troubled at the Inroads
made upon nla little «tor· of money,

Then It was that Ben told her of bis
"Gee, Mary Etta,"
be said in wonder as be concluded. "I
don't see how you etood my foolish

day's experience.

pride as long as you did! But you're
the stuff.
My pride's changed to another kind, and I'll work my finger* off
one way or another till we pull out."
"Why, I IoA#d you. Ben," said Mary
contentedly. "That's why it was easy
to do."
"You'll

see

how much

I

love yon

then," threatened her husband happily.
Th· 01! Bird.
the animal curiosities of
Sootii America Is the "oil bird." or
guacharo. It breeds In rocky caret,
and one of It* favorite haunts la the
It lay· Its eggs
island of Trinidad.
In a nest made of mud. and the young
The nabirds are prodigiously fat
tives melt the fat down In clay pots
and produce from It a kind of butter.
The cave* Inhabited by the birds are
usually accessible only from the sea.
and the bunting of them la sometimes

Ono of

an

exciting sport

A Word of Wrath.
The word "rabbits" on board a Cornish fishing smack arouses the Ire of the
Should the hated word be utcrew.
tered as the boat Is leaving the harbor
on a pilchard expedition the speaker

would stand a fair chance of being
burled overboard. The mere mention
of "rabbits" destroys all chance· of A
"catch."—London Chronicle.
Pa'· Hard Job.

said the rlaitor tt the
door, "la your father at homer
"He's trying to be, air," aald Johnny,
"but you know. Mr. Bqulggs. ma'·
mother*· here."—Harper's Weekly.

"Johnny."

Th· Real Sorrow.
"Did your operation cost you much
pain Γ
"Tes, but I didn't mind that so much
Baltimore
as the dollars It coet"
American.
—

Abl· and Willing.
The Rector—Freddy, do you know
where little boys go who go fishing on
the Sabbath day Τ Freddy—Yea. sir.
Follow me and 111 show you the place.
Her SsoHfloa.

Ifadg»-What la Dolly's ambition In
life? Marjorie—She hope· to marry ·

millionaire and save him from the disgrace of dying rich.—Life.
There Is genlua aa well in virtue as
Tla the doctrine of faith
In Intellect
over works.-Emerson,

τ

ESTABLISHED 1883.

The Oxford Democrat.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE DOINQS OP THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, AUG. 22,1911.

AXWOOD

&

Editor* and

X. ATWOOD.

G KO HO Κ

FORBES,)

Proprietort.
Α.

Ε. Forbes.

Τ κ km β—$1 Jû a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise 92 00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·

Parla HI1L
ΠΜ Baptist Church, Ββν. β. W. Γ. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday M 10 .-411 a. m.
Sunday School at IS. Sabbath evening service
at 7».
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 Λ). Covenant Meeting the lut Friday before
the lat Sunday of the month maOF.Il. All
not otherwise connected are oorllally Invited,
Unlversallst church, Bev. C. A. Knickerbocker.
Minister.
Preaching service every Sunday at
lOttAJl

Miu Edn· Honghton of Whitinvllle,
«bo has been visiting her cousin, Dr. M.
M. Houghton, the past week, will go to
Weld oo Monday in company with the
doctor.
New type, fast presses, electric ;
Job Paumao
Miu Marion Hallett, who bu been at
power, experience·! workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of our bust-1 North Conway a week, returned to Mrs.
and
nes· complete
popular.
Ε. H. Jackson's Thursday.
The annual meeting of the Paris Hill
MCVeLE COPIES.
Golf Club was held at Aoademy Hall
cents
four
are
Single copies of Thk Democrat
Wednesday evening, when officer· for
ea« ti
Tbey will be mailed on receipt of price by the ensuing year were elected u follows:
the publisher» or for the convenience of patron·
President—Bev. C. A. Knickerbocker.
ftlogto copiée of each Issue have been placet! oo
Treasurer—Perley F. Blpley.
sale at the following place· In the County :
B. Cole.
Secretary—Helen
Store.
Howard'· Drug
South Paris,
Board of Managers—Hon. William P. Potter,
Shurtler· Drug Store.
Mrs. H. W. Lyon. Mrs. Caroline P. Harlow, MUs
Store.
Noye· Drug
Norway,
Mary Burcbtleld.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
Owing to the fsct that the committee
Office.
Post
Mrs Harlow,
Paris Hill.
have been unable to secure a tent of
Samuel T. White.
Wut Paris,
sufficient size nearer than Boston, it has
been decided to hold the Golf Club fair
Coming Events.
at Academy Hall on Wednesday afterAug. 28.—Field meeting of Oxford Pomona noon and evening of this week. In makUrange, county fair grounds.
this change it is necessary that the
Veteran iog
Aug. 30.—Meeting of Sumner Soldiers'
outdoor sports planned must be given
Association, wen Sumner.
rare
Sept. 4-7 Maine State Fair, LewlMon.
up, but a stage entertainment of
Sept. U.—State election.
excellence will take its place. Mrs.
Sept. 12,13,14 Oxford County Fair.
the
of
one
Smith,
Sept. Is», 20, 21.—Androscoggin Valley Fair, Wynifred Staples
sweetest singers of Maine, Miss Marion
Canton.
>
Sept 27, J».—Northern χ ford Fair, Andover.
Hallett, acknowledged one of the most
Oct. 3, 4, 5.—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg.
accomplished fancy dancers in this country, and Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, draNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
matic reader, with Mrs. Cora S. Briggs
and Miss Emma H. Burchenal, accomZ. L. Merchant A Co.
A Decided < hange in Hat Style·.
panists, are the artiste engaged, which
Shirt Waists.
insuru one of the finest entertainments
lsli Chalmers "30."
ever given in a Maine village.
Our Clearance Sale.
Miss Mills of New York, who has
Your Money Back.
Fruit Jar Sale.
many summers in this village,
spent
Your Eye· Deserve.
arrived last week and is the guest of
Petition for Location of Road.
Mrs. Lewis M. Brown.
Probate Notice·.
Appointment of Administratrix.
Leslie E. Newell and family are at
Men's Fall Sjltx
Paris Hill packing up their household
Bankruptcy Notice.
Wanted.
goods and preparing to move to Sumner.
Parte Hill tiolf Fair.
Mrs. Cullen Carter, Mrs. Jarvis Carter
and Miss Dorothea Carter are at Paris
Election.
for
Four Questions
Special
Hill for a stay of a few days.
Mrs. J. C. Irish of Lowell, Mass., is
At the special election oo Sept. 11th,
(our question· will be submitted to the the guest of her sister, Mrs. Nieman.
devoter* of Maine, all of which will be
The mixed foursome tournament at
cided by a majority vote. Id each case the golf links Friday and Saturday was
indicated
won by Mr. Gordon and Miu Josephine
the vote is a simple yes or oo,
by a cross in the proper column, which Cole, defeating in the finale Mr. Staples
ballot.
official
the
on
marked
is distinctly
and Miss Mills.
The first of these questions is the one
Sext Sunday Rev. G. W. F. Hill and
in which most interest is taken—whether Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will exchange
the prohibitory amendment to the con- pulpits.
stitution shall be repealed. So much has
At the annual meeting of the Parie
been said on this important matter that Hill Library Auociation the following
it is only necessary to repeat that the officers were elected for the ensuing
Democrat thoroughly believes the best year:
π te rest* of the state call upoo the citiPresident—Miss P. N. Andrews.
VUasP resident—Mrs. Henry I). Hammond.
zens to vote NO.
J. C. Cummlngs.
Treasurer—Mrs.
to
Two other proposed amendments
Secretary—Mrs. J. M. Thsyer.
the State constitution will be voted upon
Directors-Mrs. ti. W. r. Hill, Mrs. Ε. H
at the same time, which are of leaser im- Jackiton, Sirs. L. B. Merrill.
According to previous notice, "Found
portance. One of *.hese makes Augusta
the permanent capital of tbe state—the er's Day will be observed at Hamlii
location of the capital now being in Memorial Hall on Monday afternoon
;
the hands of the law-making power, and Aug. 28th, from 3 to 5 o'clock. Lighl
refreshments will be served and all an 1
not In tbe constitution.
amendment pro- cordially invited to visit the library ai
Tbe other
All legal advertisement·
Advkktisemkmts
are given three consecutive lneertlona for $1 50
conper Inch In length of colnmn. Special
tract» made with local, transient and yearly
advertiser·.
—

_

_

—

—

proposed

vides a debt limit of seven and aod onehalf per cent for cities of 40,000 and more
inhabitants, in place of the tive per cent
limit now existing for all towns and
cities. This applies at present only to
tbe city of Portland and is designed for
that city especially, which is already up
to its debt limit, and desires to undertake further public works.
Tbe last question on the ballot is on
tbe adoption of the Davies direct prito tbe
mary bill. This bill was presented
last legislature under the Initiative proso
ever
prevision, and is the only bill
sented. The legislature refused to pass
tbe
to
submitted
it, and it is therefore
people. Tbe Davies bill provides for the
nomination of candidates for all offices
by direct primaries. Instead of this, the
legislature passed a bill providing for
the nomination by direct primaries only
of candidates for governor, representatives in congress and United States senators. The principle of direct primaries is
strongly favored by many, as taking tbe
making of nominations out of the bands
of politicians and putting it into the
hands of the people. On the other band,
it is opposed by many as a governmental
experiment which does not do that which
is claimed for it.
The importance of the prohibitory
amendment question has overshadowed
tbe other matters which will appear on
the ballot, but they should all be studied
carefully by the voters, so that at least
an intelligent ballot may be cast.

Subsidizing the Press.

Ai<

ΐ

that time.
Dr. and Mrs.

BvckfMd.
Bethel.
Professor Otboorne McConathy of
Rev. Alexander Krom of Providence,
bit BookR. I., occupied the pnlplt of the Congre- Chelsea bM been calling on
friends, of whom be bM many, durgational church laat Sunday In the fieldtbe
pest week.
absence of the paator. Mr. Krom i> jk ing
Mr·. Emily G. Bloknell died at tbe
deep thinker and foroefnl speaker.
Rev. Mr. Bangbart and family return- borne of her «on, W. ▲. Tamer, Saturand trying
ed from a short vaoatlon and servioe· day afternoon, after a long
Mr·. Bloknell was 69 years of
were resumed at the Methodist ohnroh. lllne··.
twice
Tuesday evening, Mr. P. Harriman of age and was a widow, having been
and later
New Hampshire, spoke upon "License married, first to Lntber Turner
of
North
Bloknell
Buokfield,
or no License" and gave tne facts In re- to J. F.
ago. 8be is surgard to the enforcement of the law in wbo died several years
in Massalives
who
sister
lioense states and cities and showed vived by one
son, W. A. Turner. She
conclusively by statement· signed by the chusetts and her
of Qood Faith Lodge, No.
city offioers that there can be no proper was a member
and
enforcement of a lioense law. It waa a 40, D. of R., and Mountain Orange,
Both
an earnest and aotive worker.
clear practical statement of facts.
very
their
horae
becoming
Injury recently by
beautiful floral
sent
Mr. Farwell, assistant mall clerk on organizations
afraid of an automobile, and turning,
the G. T. R has been transferred and a tributes. The funeral was from tbe
throwing Mr. and Mra. Millett directly in substitute
home of Mr. Turner Monday afternoon.
sent here.
front of the auto. Mr. Millett eacaped
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Bisbee of Rumford
Rev. W. C. Curtis has been camping at
without injury, but Mra. Millett received
few
were In town Monday making a
week.
the
the
Lakes
past
and
hip.
» painful injury to her knee
a train- brief calls on their way to Portland in
of
Annie
Portland,
Miss
Noyes
the
near
village
The accident occurred
Daniel Hast- their automobile driven by Spauldlng
and Mra. Millett waa taken to Dr. Wheel- ed nurse, is caring for Mr.
who
injured his Bisbee.
unfortunately
In
the
ings,
later
and
er'a office for treatment,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hutohlnson have
knee.
afternoon to her home.
guests from New York.
Friday evening the "Lounge" at Dr. been entertaining
The familiea of P. H. Hill and G. L.
Mr. Eiton of Paris is in town for a
J. Q. Gehring's was filled with guests to
Locke'a
to
went
Camp Evergreen,
Emery
kinds of uphear Mrs. Gehrlog give an aocount of short time and will do all
West Parte.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenney tod grand
daughter Miu Mary Atherton of Stratford Hollow, Ν. H., have been recent
gueata at B. P. Dunham'·.
Mr* Irvin L. Bowker of Portland haa
returned borne after a ▼lait of several
daya with her parents, Mr. and M re.
RoacoeTuell.
Mlaa Maud Dyer of Madiaon la vlaiting
her oouain, Mra. G. A. Smith.
W. J. Curtia and P. P. McKenney were
in Portland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Weloome of Waltham, Mass., are at W. W. Dunham's.
Mr. and Mra. Sewall Millett of Greenwood had a narrow eacape from aerious

G. W. Warren of Phiia
of Judge Potter anc

delphia are guests
family.

Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Pomeroy, Mrs
R. L. Cummings, Miu Edith Pomero]
ind George W. Cole go this week to ί
cottage on the New Meadows River for
vacation of a week or two.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Murray Quinb]
arrived at Elmburst Friday, having jns'
returned from their European tour. The]
go to Boston this week.
Clayton K. Brooks joined bis famil]
at their summer home here Saturday
where he will remain for a two weeks
vacation.
The committee in charge of the fancj
table for the Golf Club fair will be at th< •
tail on Wednesday morning from tec
until twelve o'clock to receive articlei
(or that table.
Miss Hattie A. Hooper of Boston is t 1
guest at William Hooper's.
11. K. Knickerbocker of Springfield
Mass., arrived here Monday.
For the Golf Club fair Wednesdaj
evening an array of talent bu been en
gaged that should insure a capacity au
dience. See advertisement in anothei
column.
There will be a dsnce at Academy
Hall Friday evening of this week, Aug
Music by Shaw's Orchestra. Pricei
25.
If very stormy the dance wil
as usual.
be postponed tu Saturday.

daya' outing.
Willis, wife, and daughter

Mills, Thursday,

for a ten

It Is aaid that Commiaaioner of Agriculture Buokley will have a representative of hla department at every fair
which receivea a atate stipend this fall,
to find out for himaelf whether the proviaions of the law are being observed
with regard to gambling, liquor telling
and other illegal practice·. Good move.

Here'· the Argua calling attention

to

the fact that a lot of Democrat· voted
for constitutional prohibition In Texas!
What do you think about that?

Cooked Food—Mrs. Addle Stone, Mrs. Cora
Marshall, Mrs. Annie Holmes, Mrs. Mary Lanir.
Canned Goods—Mrs. Mary Wyman, Mrs. Lllla

A correspondent of one of the Portbecause the
land papers complain·

«tone of the new city
marked MDCCCCIX inatead of MCMIX.
Now why ahouldn't the rest of the people complain because it isn't marked
1909? The anoient Romans devlaed a
number of ayatem· which are moat magnificently complicated and bard to

hall li

a number of words, besides part ο
her letters.

Marshall. Mrs. Dana Grover.
Corn—E. L. Porter, O. L. Peabody, M. S.
Bubler.
Honey—W. W. Dunham, A. J. Abbott.
Apples—C. S. Dudley, O. tt. Chandler, E. F.
Barrows.
Quilts—Mrs. Abble Penley, Mrs. Esther Tuell,
Mrs. Emma Berry.
Pears and Plums—F. L.
Wyman, Lorcn
Trask, W. C. Stearns.
Mrs.
Nellie
Mary Stetson,
Rugs—Mrs.
Turple,
Mrs. Nell Brlggs.
Flowers—Mrs. Nellie Barrows, Mrs. Louise
Bird.
Pumpkins and Squashes—George Stone, G. L.
Brlggs, Sylvester Cole.
Crochet work—Mrs Lena Bubler, Miss Emily
Tuell, Mrs. Viola Marshall.
Antique-M re. Millie Field, Mrs. Augusta
Beck, airs. Cora Stearns.
_

,,

Ransom Cummings spent a few days
last week at East Bethel, the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hastings.
Mrs. Azel Bryant and Lula Cummings
were at Bryant Pond Thursday.
Mrs. Bessie Potter of Massachusetts is
stopping at Herbert Crooker's.
Bert Goodwin has moved his family
to South Paris where he is at work in
Fogg's livery stable.
Mies Edith Cross of Portland visited at
J. C. Littlefield's last week.
Howard Rowe and family of New
last Tuesday.
York returned home
They have been stopping at Mr. Rowe'e
father's cottage.
There was a quiet wedding at Lakeview Cottage Aug. 12 when Miss Lena
Francis and Mr. George Cushman were
united in marriage by G. L. Cushman,

Esq.
Camp Echo is occupied by Mrs. Stanbury, son and daughter, of New York.
East
Geo.
whose

\V at erf or d,

Woodward

of

"It's not such

a

very hard

thing, you

This changing of your mind,

But to make others change theirs
agree,
Is not quite so easy, you'll And."

Bryant's

Massachusetts,

boyhood days were spent in
Temple Hill District, called with

see,

with you t<

George H. Mills has returned to hit
home in Worcester, Mass.
The rain which fell Tuesday evening
was very gladly welcomed.
À bountiful crop of meadow hay is being harvested in fine condition.
Mrs Eugene Lary and granddaughtei
Grace are once more In their old home.
Mrs. Mary Ellen Tyler of Dlxfleld if ;
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Leonarc
Sumner.
Mrs. H. P. Dennison is entertaining :
her former nurse and friend, Miss M. M
Irish of Portland.
Miss Dorothy Mills of Gorbam, Ν. H.
is visiting her grandparents, W. D. Milli ι
and wife.
A young lady from Mechanic Falls wai ι
in town last week soliciting subscriber!
to the Lewiston Journal.
Mrs. Bertha Clifford of Roslindale
Mass., visited L. D. Grover and familj
last week, and went from here to Whiti ι
Rock.
Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean of South ParU
has sold all ber wild lands In this vlcln
ity, over three thousand acres, to D. R
Hastings & Co.

day.

The

probability

of the Kaetern Steam-

Co. exchanging I ta coal burning
ship
boilers for boilers that nae oil waa con- ι

casi

uciuc··

being done
preparatory to building

in the cemeter;
fence.
Miss Ella Far well / visited at Berlin
Ν Η last Wednesday.
A party of young people enjoyed ι
hayrack ride and a picnic at Locke'
l'ond.
Mr. and Mm. Z. W. Bartlett are spend
1ης a short vacation with relatives a
Maiden, Mass.
Russell Swan is spending a vacatioi
with his brother, Edgar Swan, at Dover
Ν. H.
Mr·. Etta Bean ia entertaining the fol
lowing guests: Mrs. George Armitage ο
Lawrence, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. A. G
Bowie and Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Lapham
Work U

of Massachusetts visited at Asa Frost's

quite recently.
May Belle Tucker of Farmington ii

Herman George
narrowly escaped
being burned out Saturday night, bnt
with the assistance of neighbors the fire

A

a new

an

indifferent

nor

a

Dunham'·.

visiting

Helen Heald I· gaining
•till bas a trained nurse.

Albany.

f\

TÎGER8~

In fighting to keep the blood pure tbe
white corpuscles attack disease germs
like tigers. But often germs multiply
so fast the little fighters are overcome.
Then see pimples, boils, eczema, •altrheum and sores multiply and strength
and appetite fall. This condition demands Electric Bitters to regulate stomach, liver and kldneya and to expel poi•ona from the blood.
"They are tbe
best blood purifier," writes C. T. Budahn of TTaoy, Calif. "I have ever found."

Denmark.
The new boiler house at the oorn sboj
la about completed,
A large party from Cobb Inn have re
cently been np the White Mountain· to
Mr. Cobb ia to establish ι
a few day·.
camp near Tuckerman Ravine, Whlt<

this section.
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Hill IIIIIIIIIIIMIHIIIMIf llllllllllf lllllllllll

(Succrssors

waa killed, a fireman
seriously Injured, and a dozen or
more yonng people riding or standing
near a merry-go-round at a Catholic picnic at Fort Fairfield Thursday had a
very narrow esoape by tbe bursting of
tbe boiler which supplied steam for tbe
merry-go-round engine. Charles Devoe
of Caribou was so terribly Injured that

A boy of 11 years

waa

—the

pain

from sores of all kinds—tbe

pilee. "It robe
eats, corns, bruises, sprains and Injurie·
of their terror," be >aya, "as a healing
remedy Its equal don't exist." Only 2δο
or

at Chaa. H. Howard Co.'·.

Appropriations by the state and national governments for the present year
for proteotlon of timber lands from fire
bave been exbaaated, and tbe government patrol baa been dlaoontinoed. A
patrol will be maintained onatleèata
of tbe Maine Umber land· by tbe
1 owner*.

Ct

;

I

it. Bow the merit pf a good thins stands
out in that time—or the worthlessness
of a bad one. So there's no guesswork
in this evidence of Thoe. Arise, Conoord,
Mich., who writes: "I have used Dr.
King's New Discovery for 80 yean, and
it's the bert cough and oold cure I ever
nsed.1' Once it finds entranoe In a home
yon can't pry it oat. Many famlliea have
used it forty years. It's the most lofal-

llble throat and lung medicine on earth,
for the grippe, asthma, hayι Uaequaled
Price
; fever, oroup, quinsy or sore longs.
50ο, 91.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by Chas. H. Howard Co.
I

NORWAY, MAINE

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.)

CENTS

in tailored suits, dresses,
Illustrating the standard and featuring the newest effects
Misses' and Children's

traveling apparel, house dresses, kimonae, styles for
illustrations. A book full
embroidery catalogue, etc. Several pages of colored plate
fifteen cent pattern in.
of helpful suggestions as to correct styles for fall wear. Any
20 CENTS. Monthly
eluded with this large FALL QUARTERLY STYLE BOOK,
the
at
pattern counter.
Style Book for September, FREE for asking
wear,

LADIES' TAILORED SUITS
Just in,

representing

the NEW FALL AND WINTER MODELS.

Priced from $15 to $25 each.

Z. L. Merchant & Co.,
store,

cash

price

one:

THE

NORWAY. MAINE.

ABBOTT BLOCK, MAIN STREET,
To the
The

REMEMBER

Llxale W. Bobbins of

DERBYS.
Can grive you

SOFT HATS.
THE BEST-STETSON HATS, $5.
Δ Large Variety of Other Kinds :
Blacks, Browns, Grays.

scratch hats

$2

$1.50

$1
popular

so

now.

Many

Call at

of them the new,

rough

or

CAPS.

FALL
our store

and

see

them.

Some of the New Fall Suits Heady to Show You.
in Summer Suits and Odd Trousers left.

Many Bargains

F. H. NOYES CO.

y·

NORWAY

(Two Stores)

SOUTH PARIS

——————

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

COMPANY was orwas a demand ior

THEganized because there
PARIS

TRUST

this place. It has grown to its
present size because the people in this vicinity
appreciate the need of the bank, and the value
a

bank in

that the bank is to them.

THERE

is

no

one,

handling

even

small

amounts of money, that will not find it a
of
great convenience to have a check account

It costs nothing to try it. and you
if
you do not like it ; it is all in your
stop
favor.
their

own.

can

Woodstock, minor;

Your neighbor already has
account with us.

Wilson L. Richarde of Paris, ward; petition for license to sell and convey real estate presented by Myra 8. Richards, guardian.

an

We would like to begin to do
business with you.

Ferdinand P. Maeomber late of Dlxfleld,
deceased ; petition for license to sell and convey real estate presented by John 8. Harlow,
administrator.
of Pern, deceased;
allowance by John

PARIS

TRUST

SOUTH

Florllla Bnrnhsm late of Gllead, deceased; first account presented for allowance by
George I. Burnham, administrator.

COMPANY,
MAINE.

PARIS.

——————i^—

Bargains in Plush Lap Robes
AT THE TUCKER HARNESS STORE,

Green or Gray Plash,
Extra Quality, Single, Green or Gray Plush,
Double, Plain Green and Black Plush,
Best Quality plain Green and Black,

Single,

by
ed.

•arah E. Bose late of Canton, deceased ; drst
and final account presented tor allowance by
William W. Rose, executor.
Helen M, Child· late of Paris, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by James 8. Wright, the executor therein
named.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.

$3 ; Noyes' Special $2.25—Our
a good derby for $2.

Lamson & Hubbard

Leaders.

ArabellaHeald of Lovell, ward; petition
for license to sell and convey real estate presented by Albanus M. Pottle, guardian.

Barge··, administrator.

STORES.

NEW STYLES.

WE HAVE THE

petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Cora R. Pratt, guardian.

Henry K. Barges· late
first account presented for

BLUE

THE

A Decided Change in Hat
Styles. In Effect Aug. 15.

be died half an hour after the accident
Hary D. Bard late of Hartford, deceased;
that Wlnslow H. Allen or some other
oocurred. Charles 8L Pierre of Van
St. Croix Johnstone, the aviator who petition
suitable person be appointed administrator of
tbe
of
who
bad
a
obarge
fireman,
Buren,
flew at the recent Hanks fair at Augnsta, the estate of said deceased presented by Nancy
boiler, waa aerionaly Injured but will waa drowned Tuesday by falling Into A. Allen, niece and heir.
•arrive.
Lake Michigan under hla engine at the
Orrllle B. Barrow· late of Hartford, deceased; lint and final account presented for al.
Chicago aviation meet.
ACCUSED OF STEALING.
lowanoe by Lucy F. Benson, otherwise Lucy r.
Barrow·, executrix.
Ε. I. Chamberlain of Clinton, Me.,
THIRTY YEARS TOGETHER.
I Charles C. Lowell late of Hiram, deceased;
boldly acooses Bucklen's Arnica Salve of
of
association—think
of
will and petition for probate thereof presented
Thirty years
stealing—the sting from burns or scalda
Anna &. Lowell, the executrix therein nam-

diaireas from boila

to

20

prohibition

Tbey make riob, red blood, strong nerves
and build np your health. Try them.
60c at Chu. H. Howard Co.'·.

One Price Clothier

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

Men there

they
the whole heavens
hibit. License should prevail, or local
option, or left to run and be glorified, or
run and be damned, whichever way you
look at it. Great ia personal liberty and
great is Diana of the Epheslans.
Great as personal liberty may be considered by the great and the near great,
it haa Its llmifations. The public welfare
is of more importance than personal liberty, liberty to do aa you please, whomsoever la hurt thereby. There la a standing and a fighting ground between liberty
and libertinism, prohibition and license,
white slavery and liberty that ia first
pare and then peaceable.
May the Lord have mercy on onr souls,
and give us victory in the day of battle,
the battle of the ballots.
J. N. Irish.

IIIIIIIIIHHtl

Η. B. FOSTER

<

Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Lord gave a reception at the town bouse, Aug. 16.
There were abont 75 present.. They received a goodly number of presents and
a nice treat of ice cream and fancy
intermission.
at
cookies was served
Tbey have tbe good wishes of all their
and
friends for a long
happy life.

spent

Wednesday.

$12 Suits for $10.
Men's $10 Suits for $7.50.

Men's

j

up.
Mrs. Marietta Fox is at home from hei
visit to ber brother, Stewart Horr, in
Vermont.
Leo Bell has moved to the Babineau
house.
Mrs. Elisabeth Andrews and two children of Medford, Mass., are visitiog al
Cora Nichols*.

slowly. Shi

come now.

Men's $15 Suits for $12.

Erietress

West Lovell.

at Celii

you had better

Honorable County Commissioners ror me
County of Oxford
undersigned John A. Putnam of Peru,
Maine, respectfully represents that public convenience and necessity require the location of a
town way In said Peru hereinafter described,
and on the 2d day of September, 1910, he petitioned the municipal officers of said town of
Peru to lay out said town way, a copy of which
petition Is aa follows :
"To the Selectmen of the Town of Peru :
The undersigned Inhabitants of the town of
Peru, respectfully represent that public convenience and necessity require the location of a
town way In said Peru as follows :
From a point opposite Charles J. Howard's
house to the road leading from the main road to
Alvah Curtis' dwelling house.
Wherefore your petitioner praya that after due
I notice and hearing, said way may be laid out, In
accordance with tne provisions of the law.
Dated this second day of September, A. D.
I
: 1910.
of this place ha*
8lgned by .Tohn A. Putnam and others."
for trading Ic
And your petitioner further represents that
y the U. S. govern moot
the
but
said
a
state
line,
place
I
municipal officers of said Peru have ungirls across
stand I reasonably neglected and refused and still unruns on just the same. Why, there
and refuse to lay out said
sound I reasonably neglect for In aald
two uniformed policemen within
petition.
I town way as prayed
the
under
voice.
he
Wherefore
Who,
your honorable board
black
petitions
of the
hag's
I to lay out said town wav In said Peru as fol·
the
and
knowing
policy
circumstances,
Mows: From a point opposite Charles J.
of the city of Chicago, would expect any* I Howard's house to the road leading from the
were a else ol ! main road to Alvah Curtis' dwelling bouse, and
it
If
different?
thing
that after due notice and hearing said way
counterfeit money, or even a case of some i prays
mav be laid out by your honorable board in acbutter,
found
bogus
making
with the provisions of law.
gang
cordance
greasy
Dated at Peru this twenty-sixth day of May,
the place would be closed as tight as s
D.
A.
1911.
Bui
drum, when Uncle Sara got busy.
JOHN A. PUTNAM and others.
this Is only a case of girl-stealing, and
at
same
the
American girls—yours just
others—are cheap, only |10 a head l";
STATE OF MAINE.
Don't getexoited! Zoe Willard'a place if ! COUNTY OF OXFORD. SB.
within
a stone'»
scores
one
among
only
Board of County Commissioners, May session,
throw. And in every one of those places,
1911; held by adjournment Aug. 8,1911.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evibeyond question, are girls who have been dence
having been received tnat the petitioners
stea
stolen, just as Zoe Willard's agenta
arc responsible, and that Inquiry Into the merits
01 of their
!
application is expedient, It ib Okdkkkd,
girls—girls who a few monthstheago,
at
I that the County Commissioner· meet
perhars a few weeks ago, were and sweet
the Post Office at West Peru, in said County,
have
treasures of American homes,
on Tuesday, the 31st day of August, 1911. next,
been sold here by slave drivers for per at ten of the clock, A. il., and thence
said
proceed to view the route mentioned in
haps 910 a bead."
Immediately after which view, a hearTon understand this isn't Sodom bui 'petition;
of the parties and their witnesses will be
Ing
bavf : had at some convenient place In the vicinity
Chicago, U. S. Α., and the heavensbrim
and such other measures taken In the premises
not, as yet, rained down fire and
And
as the Commissioners shall judge proper.
stone nor blighted it by prohibition I It is further Okuereu, that notice of the time,
mo
"mock
with
meetafflicted
isn't
the
Zoe
of
Commissioners'
and
Well,
purpose
I place
! Ing aforesaid be given to all persons and corrality"—nor any other kind. Shetoisn't
tb< II poratlons Interested, bv causing attested copies
wide
is
but
open
"hypocritical,"
I of said petition and of this order thereon to be
Peru In said
day. She doesn't wear the white ribbon I served upon the Clerk of theTownin ofthree
T.
U.
also posted up
public
and is not a product of the W. C.
J CountyIn and
said town, and published three weeks
places
th<
of
care
aud is not under the guardian
! successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newsSb<
Association.
of
OxYoung Men's Christian
paper printed at Paris, In said County
flourishes like the green bay tree in th< ford, the first of said publications, and each of
I the other notices, to be made, berved and posted,
shadow of the legalized saloon, protected ! at least
thirty (lavs before said time of meetand encouraged by the saloon, petted I ing, to the end tnat all persons and corporaand fondled, cooed and coddled and cud' l tlons may then and there appear and show
If any they have, why the prayer of
died by the saloon, daudled on the kneei cause,
said petitioners should not be granted.
of the saloon and chucked under the
Attest .-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said Petition and Order of
chin. 0, she's a daisy.
Court thereon.
With a legalized saloon backing in
.--CHARLES I, WHITMAN, Clerk.
Attebt
star!
Maine, Zoe might be persuaded to
27-29
a
branch establishment of her pecu
liar industry here and send out bet
PROBATE NOTICES.
agents and decoys to gather the children To all i>crsons Interested In cither of tho estates
delivered
to
be
steal
young girls
hereinafter named :
In, and
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, in and
to a life of shame at an average price ol
a I for the County of Oxford, on the 3rd Tuesday of
are
Maine
of
the
As
a
head.
girls
$10
August, In the year of our Lord one thousand
superior lot, Zoe onght to do better than j nine hundred and eleven, the following matter
that. We wonld suggest 915 a bead and having been presented for the action thereupon
at that. We hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ohdhkd:
expenses, and dog cheap
That notice thereof be given to all persona Inwould by no means prohibit ber, but jusi terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
locate her in some spot where she is need- published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
ed and desired by the majority of howleri
Paris, In said County, that they may appear
is not at
for personal liberty. As
a
Probate Court to be held at Partis, on
In the vocabulary of some people, it is to the third Tuesday of Sept., Λ. D. 1911, at nine
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereunder
is
nothing
there
that
be assumed
if they see cause :
wonld pro- on
that

Mrs. Joan McAllister, who has been
sick at Roscoe LeBaron's is able to be

ATTACK LIKE

so

Men's $20 Suits for $16.
Men's $18 Suits for $14.

ones

interest when

the fair fields of Maine.

lfew left,

ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΜΜΜΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΗΙΙΙΗΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΗΙΙΙΙΙ·

whojwould welcome it with rejoicing,
and

Mrs. Barber and ber daughter Miss Alberta of Ogden Hotel, New York city.
Mr. Warner and bis sister were born neai
Labrador Pond in this town.
Mrs. Augustus Tobln of Hartford it
visiting ber soo Isaac Doten who lives ai
Freeman Farrar's.

Mr. and Mr·. Harold W. Eeene an<

well the past week.
Miss Abble Keene is

on to
are

Pond.

relatives, returning Thursday.
Tbe new arrivals* at Ryftmoor are
Mrs. Miller of St. Louis, widow of tbe
late Rev. Mr. Miller, a Chinese missionary, Mr. Llewellyn Warner and his sister

North Buckfleld.

Mountain·.
Mrs. Dresser, who was Injured in tbi
laundry, waa taken to the hospital li
Portland Monday and had ber thre<
finger· and thumb amputated and par
of ber band.,
Ellis Blake «ai alao taken to tb<
dience waa present that filled the churcl > relative·.
ita
to
with
almoet
seating capacity.
Mrs. C. A. Sawyer, who has been
boapltal for appendicitis bnt It waa de
Miss Tripp for a few weeks, will return cided be waa alii right and be returnee
to her home in Peabudy, Mass., this Lome the aame nigbt.
Byroa.
A. H. Witbam U again Intendinf
Mrs. Jamee A. Taylor with her tw< , week.
matrimony and will be married Monday
children went to Dixmont laat week t<
North Waterford.
the 21 at.
viait her parent·.
A. W. Belcher, while working at th<
Winfield Perkins has bnilt a mill In the
Jotham Shaw baa been helping hi t
corn >bop Wednesday, was taken sndden
brother, J. Kt Shaw, at haying. Jothan ι place of the one burned a few weeks ago.
bad blllona spell and li
LI η wood Flint, who has been away ex- ly aiok with a
baa alao ont hi· graaa on hla term ant 1
to the house.
hibiting his animal·, Is at home now. He now oonfloed
put It Into J. B.'a barn.
The new boiler at the corn shop bai
Raapberrlea have been plentiful am I ha· been on the siok Hat slnoe his return. been piped and I· ready for business
Mrs. Alonzo Brown of 8toneham spent
blueberries are now.
Other repaire are now in progress, and
Mrs. A. S. Yonng of Mechanic Fall ι the day with her daughter, Mrs. John
oorn la expeoted the first webk In Sep
Hei
week.
laat
McAllister,
visited frienda In town
Wednesday.
tember.
for
la
H.
Garret
Allen
working
Harry
with
her.
waa
•on Thomaa
The Advent Campmeeting at Mechanl j Brown.
Peru.
Lewis Brown ha· got through driving
Falla began Thursday, August 17, an< I
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Kidder and Mr
continue» till the 27th. Reduced fare οι ι team for Harry Brown and gone away.
Linwood Flint went to Canton Mon- and Mrs. C. H. Robinson 'ere spending ι
the Maine Central and Grand TrunJ ι
Railroads.
day, where he la exhibiting hi· animal·. few day· at Orr'a Island.
Harold Seaver and Graoe Graves from
Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Saunders of New
David Ladd haa a crew peeling an< 1
a (en
Mass.,
yarding palp wood on Buckfield Hill Hampshire, formerly of this place, visit- West Somervllle,
days with bis oonsln, Graoe Conant
He ia now cutting the graaa on tlx ) ! ed here recently.
Ella Cornell la gaining alowly.
Maxim and Brown farms. Graaa la ver] r I Mr. A. B. Cooper and Mr. T. F. Hazel·
The farmer· are almost doe· najlng ii
ton were at Loolan Andrew·' in Albany

•tdered doubtful, by their agent, J. L.
Liecomb, In a recent Interview, hot Mr. I
Llaoonsb admitted that auch a change good.
Fine weather.
waa not an laapoaalbility.

are

who feel neither fear

Mrs. Charles Barrows.
C. M. Tbomas has taken an auto trip
to Massachusetts to visit friends and relatives.
Mrs. Thurza Crockett of Topsham is
boarding with Mrs. Hattie Howe.
Mrs. Elsie Barrows made a trip to
Lewiston Saturday.
Mrs. Anna Kimball of Bethel Is visiting ber sisters, Mrs. Oeo. West and Mrs.
Humbert Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. James Buck went to
Rumford Tuesday to visit friends and

Michael Vashaw has moved bis house
hold goods and family to Gilead, an(
will soon go to work in the woods ο
Grafton, where he was employed las
fall and winter.

■

arrested
been
Charles Anstln baa
charged with the killing of Nicholas
Grimshaw on the night of Aug. 11 at
Lakeview Plantation, near Mllo. He
was arrested at the conclusion of the
coroner's inquest which found Grim•haw was mnrdered, or so badly injured
that he died from drowning. Grimshaw
was employed as night fireman In tbs
thread milla at Lakeview In which Austin was night watchman. The verdict
of the coroner'· Inqueat was that Grim•haw came to his death by being drowned in Schoodlo Lake, the drowning beinfl
due to wounds upon the face and body,
Inflicted by aome person or neraons to
the jury unknown, the wound· rendering Grimshaw unconscious before he fell
or was thrown Into the lake.

party trnly.
aomethlng of

little

now,

department
the people. There

la*t Sunday.
Rev. Chester Oore Miller of South
Paris occupied the pulpit Id tbe UniverMiss Alice
sa 1 ist church last Sunday.
Barden of West Paris sang a solo, also

Mrs. Grace Mitchell of Woodfords wai
a guest of her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Brown
the first of the week, and went to hei
Bister's home in Shelburne, N. H., Tues

of Jacksonville, Florida.
Ransom Curomings of Bryant Pond i
while.
Miss Goldie Frost has so far recovered a guest of Mr. and Mrs. George Hastings
Miss Eva Bean is visiting ber friend
from her broken ankle as to get around
Miss Mildred Chapman, at Dudley Cot
on crutches.
Mrs. Roy Keene and little son William tage.

was extinguished.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gurney and three
prohibition rally waa held Frlda; r
th<
*
church
under
the
at
Baptist
children went to Poland camp meeting
evening
auaplcea of the Toung Campaigners, ι k Sunday.
club recently organised here, that wae ι k
Earl Garney went to Canton on the ex·
The church wai 1 cnrsion Wednesday.
success in every way.
Mrs. A. M. Richardson is at home
handsomely decorated for the occasioi 1
understand, including ao-called numer- with flags and flower·; the Toung Cam from Ocean Park.
Mrs. Preston, who has been the gnest
al·, a calendar and method of reckoning paigners, about forty in number, march
time, and not by any mean· leaat, a ed in carrying banners with the wordi ι of Mrs. J. D. Stu^tevant for a few day·,
bas returned to her home in Somerville,
whole language. All tbeae have caused "Vote No," and very intereating ezer
of th 1 Mass. Mrs. Preston is the daughter of
a lot of trouble in the world, and it'a ciaee were given by members
about time to abandon them for some- club, including songs, recitation·, etc the late Capt. A. B. Hodgdon, who for
Addreaaea were given by Rev. G. W. F several years was a resident here.
thing simpler.
Hill and George M. Atwood. An au
Fred Stnrtevant is in Bath on a visit to
corner

prices

It la a larger
army fighting a common enemy. The battle of the
ballots la imminent, and those who
God
think alike will vote together.
apeed the right and connt the vote· and
tabulate them for righteousness.
▲ cry of Are at midnight and the ringing of the alarm belle route out the fire
and breaka the slumbers of
waa a

party

yet
with bonfires and illuminations,
Mark C. Allen and family are on an
wouid bar out the lesser evils such as the
automobile trip to Jonesport this week.
Black Death and tbe Great White Plague.
Mrs. Annie Day accompanied them as far
There is one evil that comes with tbe
as Bangor.
saloon that has not been fully
A reunion of tbe Perham family wa· legalized
to light in tbe discussion. We
held Thursday at the home of Dana 0. brought
will quote from a Chicago paper:
Dudley. Tbe day was perfect and nearly
"Coir » with me on Saturday afternoon,
flfty were present.
rhile the ink is hardly dry on the
Benjamin R. Billings is on a fishing May 27,
that have told of the arrest
daily
papera
trip with a party of New York friends of the Willard woman and her associates.
160 miles weet of Montreal.
Come down Dearborn Street to tbe corner
Tbe foreman of the cornsbop was in
of Twenty-first Street, where, in the hot
the
cornover
week
this
town
looking
afternoon sun, tbe brass work and paint
fields. Be was much pleased with the
of Zoe Willard'· place gleam and glare.
tbe
for
cut
a
and
heavy
predicts
prospect
And out from the open doors and
factory.
windows come tbe banging of pianos and
The post office burglars are still at
tbe sound of a dozen or two voices. At
on the morning
that
is
evident
It
large.
tbe windows appear tbe faces of girls,
of tbe break, insterd of going south very
of refined
some of them beautiful girls
far, they made a cirole through Greenfrom God only
trapped
appearance,
wood and came to the railroad again
where tbey were
near Locke's Mills station.
Saturday knows what bomes, for a price lese
perhaps
loved,
bought
parties from here tracked them into tbe than pigs, broken in to lives of sbame
woods near Walker's Mills and found
with unspeakable cruelty. And in tbe
where tbey bad camped, evidently for a
where the inlaid floor displays
doorway,
town
of
Our
constable,
days.
couple
tbe name of tbe woman upon whom the
the
robof
a
had
who
good description
U. S. government has laid hands, standi
bers, was in Berlin Saturday and was a black
tc
portress of bell and announces
in
lined
tbe
be
had
sure
up
gang
quite
tbe men and boys passing along the
that city. They came down on tbe Grand
street: 'Come right In! I have got everyTrunk express Saturday afternoon, and
girl
thing you want here—any kind of Ia have
be lost track of them in Lewiston.
her and
you want. Just deecribe
West Sumner.
Rev. Geo. R. Berry of Hamilton, N.
for ten dollar· a bead! Don't gel
T., who is spending a part of his vaca- bought
Of coarse it ia true that the pro·
excited!
church
the
tion here, preached in
Baptist
been arrested

■

Locke's Mills.

[ birthday.

North Pari·.

prospective good
little, one Idea, Nazaritlah party

no

whoae face was persistently set toward
Jerusalem. It oonld never get there. It

others.

From day to day.
Tou know they'll criticise you sure,
If you are baa, or good ana pure;
It's easy for you to endure
What iieoute say.
Keen on, don't let It break you down
what people say;
Don't let It drive you out of town,
What people say."

visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. three children of New Hampshire an
stopping it bis father's, C. B. Keene's.
Benjamin Tacker.
Mrs. Geo. Horr Is stopping at C. A.
Georgie Warren is having a week'· va
cation.
Stephens'.
Carroll Philbrook of Peabody, Ma··,
Mrs. Eben Bennett was called to Port
land recently on account of the sicknesi is visiting at A. W. Spanlding's.
Althea Stetson spent a few days witl
of her son.
Greenwood.
Ε. M. Rowe and family of New York Elsie Palmer at East Sumner reoently.
Archie Edgerly has gone to the Centra 1
Harold E. Hall, wife and baby, ofBev
were here at the Lake the 12th.
Maine General hospital for treatment.
Mr·. A. D. Kilgore and Ida Richard- erly, Mass., have been visiting relative
A successful term of school closed ii ,
in Buckfleld, Sumner and Hartford.
son of Denmark are visiting at Rufae
the Tubba District August 4th, taugh t
Morrill's.
Captain and Mrs. Emery were in Port
by Flora Edgerly. Friday afternoon tei ,
Rev. Edwin Stiles of Alton, Ν. H., land a few days last week.
children gathered at their teacher' ,
Mr. and Mrs. A.E.Turner and Gu;
and Alton Tucker of Strong visited at
borne, where they played games, listen
Turner of J East Sumner, Mrs. Vintoi
Tucker's recently.
Benjamin
r
the!
received
Instrumental
ed to
music,
Bert Dunn and family of Portland are Foster and Mi·· Sadie Swallow of Soutl
treat, and laat, not least, went to the rive r
Pari· were at Isabelle Swallow's Satur
at Ε. T. Dunn's.
to bathe. Annie Curtis, age aiz years visiting
day and Sunday.
did not miaa a day, neither waa she tard;
Hebron.
August 10, to the wife of M. A. War
during the term. Coliata Curtla, agi
Drew Stearns entertained a few of hie ren, a son, Ezra Arcadns.
two yeara, attended regularly the laa 2
Mrs. Mary Spaulding baa not been a
little friends Saturday, it being his 12th
two weeks; during the time learned κ
spell

That we want to clean up this summer stock.
You'll see that when you see the goods and
Only
we have put on them.
the new

to come oat

the chateaux in France.

■

here and There.

peared

of the

Ifs to Your Advantage

they fanoy that their homes are not
holstering.
her visits to
William P.
And there are
the fire zone.
within
ladies,
of
Portland
▲
young
illustrated
party
was
The lecture
by exquisite
on were Gabriel
Laura, attended the reunion of the Rueof Dr. eight in number, have been boarding othera who would aleep
the
direction
under
slides
lantern
sell family at Kent's Hill Thursday.
for a week, to sound the morning dram beat—sleep
Dr. and Mrs. Gebring have with Mrs. Gertrude Benson
They were conveyed there in G. A. Gebring.
till the second resurrection, and then be
and they kindly returning to their home· Sunday.
traveled
extensively
Smith's automobile.
Marston of Brunswick is tbe belated.
Herbert
the
of
honor
in
entertainment
the
gave
Rev. D. A. Ball and family have reTbe abolition party, once on a time,
was a rare opportunity gueat of Frank Berry.
turned home. Mr. Ball will preach at Ladies' Club. It
A party of boys from here have been you may remember, with its one idea,
all
and
travel
of
an
to
evening
enjoy
the Universalis church next Sunday,
waa a very little party, but an aggreesive
Pond for a week.
fully appreciated the kindness of Dr. at Bearusual
August 27th, at the usual hour.
number from this vicinity one, and stirred up a hell of a row in this
Tbe
Mrs. Gebring, who so kindly shared
and
automoof
went
men
a
Exby
Quite party
attended the St. Rooco celebration at country of ours, if you recollect.
their friends.
biles to Canton Wednesday to attend the their pleasure with
cuse me! War Is hell, Sherman says so,
Gardner
Eliot
Mrs.
before
Canton
Wednesday.
Mrs. Florence Atkins will speak
St. Rocco celebration.
and so say all
afternoon lost a gold watoh on the grounds for tbe tbe old soldier say· so,
Louia Portin, who baa been an asaiat- the W. C. T. U. Wednesday
were within tbe storm center when
is
who
reward
liberal
a
which
of
return
Garland
In
will give an address
aut at the G. T. R. station, has finished and
the war was on. As a result of tbe row
offered..
asunder like
bia work and accepted a position as bag- Chapel in the evening.
was elected principal of the black man's bonds fell
Tuttle
Chester
from
returned
haa
H.
Dr. I.
Wight
and Columbia,
gage master on the Intercolonial Railtbe Biddeiord High School instead of the flax at the touch of fire,
his
vacation.
way from Montreal to Quebec, P. Q.
the Gem of the Ocean, came up bloody
laet week.
The special tow^ meeting was oalled Ssoo School as reported
West Paris Grange has voted to give
her tears. Sh^ was
Dr. A. E. Cole and family and Dr. but smiling through
The
afternoon.
order
to
only
Saturday
free of charge except for lighting to the
free at last and sound and whole. We tbe
was to see what Marston and family went to Orr's Island
warrant
the
article
upon
the
Constitutional Amendment League
people were one as we never bad been—
action the town would take in regard to Saturday for a few days' outing.
uae of their ball for all temperance meetone flag, with opporThe 16th annual reunion of tbe twenty- one hope, one aim,
of the hotel. Prof. Wm.
the
rebuilding
second
there
until
the
Tuesday
for growing in grace—and in
inga held
was tunities
has purchased the hotel third regiment Maine Voluoteers
R.
Chapman
in September.
New need of it.
and proposes to build a first- held here Friday, August 18, at the
Despite the heavy rain of Tuesday property
It has come to pass that our governHall. There were forty memat- class hotel with all modern improve- Grange
adulta
and
children
35
about
evening
ment Is getting busy in regulating aome
the
beside
association
of
tbe
not
bers
hotel
a
present
to
build
tended the temperance meeting. The ments. He offered
devot- of the trust· that are in the irregular
less than $25,000, and the town ladies. The morning session was
program oonsisted of readings by Her- costing
business.
of
routine
class, for inatance, tbe Standard Oil motransaction
to
the
ed
taxafrom
bert Richardson and Mrs. C. E. Chase, voted to exempt the property
hall by nopoly. Beyond a doubt its methods are
lower
tbe
in
wa·
served
Dinner
will
be
This
of
ten
a
term
years.
duet by Mr. and Mra. Welcome of Wal- tion for
and are not wholly de"Elms" part which the Son· of Veterans to about one open to objection
has piped its
tham with quartet chorus by Mr. and an addition to the
The afternoon session void of self-interest. It
hundred
Professor
fire.
people.
the
Chapman
Mrs. Welcome, Arthur Welcome and escaped
into all the homes
wa· public and was a very enjoyable product· practically
leaves
and
hold
of
never
takes
anything
Alice Barden, also four songs by the
an unmitigated
Addresses were made by in the land. Has it been
it half done and Bethel is assured of a meeting.
Young Campaigners.
Hon. curse? Ih kerosene oil most deadly in its
an honor to this members of the association and by
will
be
which
hotel
a
on
Rev. C. H. Young has been
to be sure, a lamp
John D. Long. Music was furnished by results? Sometimes,
temperance lecturing tour, speaking at lovely village.
and a life slips out. We have
with
a very a mixed quartet, and a solo by Miss Mil- explodes
met
Mrs.
Jodrey
Sidney
Bath and towns in that vicinity.
of a fluid that for sheer destrucaccident Saturday dred Shaw with selections by Billy and heard
Rev. L. W. Raymond recently want to peculiar and painful
memtlveness
175
numbers
puffs kerosene out of sight. that
association
The
afternoon. Mr. Hall called to the doox Fon.
Dixfleld to attend a funeral.
has been discovered a pool
There
tbe
died
Thirteen
past
bers.
anduring
the colt became
West Paria Grange bas elected the fol- on an errand and
Is
deeper down than ^he oil
electwere
bottomless,
officers
The
the
his
following
restiveness
and in
a
year.
lowing committee for the Oxford County noyed by fly
wells of Pennsylvania. Scientists claim
ed:
The
thill.
the
under
rein got caught
exhibit:
that it apout· up from tbe near neighborG. H. Prince, Buck field, President.
horse fell over on to the piazza where
Decorations—Cba«. S. Dudley, E. F. Barrows,
hood of bell. And because of the univerΕ. H. Sawyer, Auburn, VIco-Presldcnt.
was
her
and
Μη.
leg
pinned
stood,
Jodrey
I. H. Elllngwood, Mrs. E. F. Barrows.
A. F. Warren, BuckfleM, Secretary.
sal and invariable and damnnable effect
Conveyance tblng-i to the fair—M.S. Bublcr, down by bis weight. There were nc
James White, Auburn, Treasurer.
it has upon all who come within tbe
E. L. Porter, Geo. B. Stone, F. L. Wyman.
W. r. Brand, Lewlston, Chaplain.
bones broken but the ligaments were
Butter and cheese— M re. Agnes Peabody, Mrs.
cirole of its influence, there would seem
A party from East Buckfield went to
seriously strained.
Rose Cols, Mrs. Villa West.
to be some truth in the statement. It is
Ural η and grasses—C. S. Marshall, George
Four Ponds Saturday morning for a
owned
Bethel.
James
Holden.
by a syndicate and is just beyond
West
West,
week's outing. The party included V.
Fancy Work—Mrs. Millie Davis, Mrs. Maud
and every effort from with"What difference doe» It make to yoq
Gam- our border·,
Chas.
H.
W.
P.
Irish,
Barden.
Ada
Mrs.
DeCoster,
Mrs.
Carrie
Dar,
Dudley,
within that can be devised
from
and
What
out
say?
people
Vegetables—E. S. Tuell, Leo A. Marshall, E.
mon, Chas. Sanborn, Fred Irish and is
You know the false words from the true
H. Stearns.
being made to pipe the liquid destroyer

the
Eut Sumner.
hia
an<
I
Ε.
Robinson
week.
Mr. and Mr·. Lester
wife and child on old friends this
made
ι
Chandler
Arthur
Mr. and Mrs.
B. W. Sanderson's wife and little hoy
three day·' trip to Audover last week b; bave joined him at his father1·.
horse and carriage.
The bridge over Crooked River on the
They attended
session of Pomona Grange there.
Mclntire road has been newly planked.
On Wednesday the crowd went ti
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Albee of Wellesley
aud Mrs. Mary Crowell and Mrs. Rena
Canton and took in Marco's show.
Horace Chamberlain of Massachusetts Legge of Brockton spent a night recentha· been visiting relatives in the vicinity ly with their uncle, Jonas Àtherton.
Misa Lillian Parks of Boston is visit
Chas. Morrill and son Lewis are working her aunt at George Ricker'a.
ing for J. E. Mclntire digging a ditch
Berries are quite plenty and our thank
for & new water pipe, and newly plankare due Mrs. Ella S. Heald, who, durinj
ing the dam of his troot pond. Mr.
our late illness, has kindly furnished ou
Longley and two helpers of Norway are
table with more than we could eat.
doing the plumbing for J. £. & L. E.
Mrs. AddieF. Keene has also sent ii
Mclntire.
"
'Tin sweet t<
nice apples and berries.
Mr·. L. E. Mclntire epent a few days
be remembered," aa the boy said wbi * at Peak's Island last week.
waa stung while taking up a bumble
Norway Lake.
bees' nest.
Mrs. Edwin Philbrook and daughtei
Bopestill R. Bisbee of Damariscotti 1
waa in town Wednesday calling on ol< 1 have been guests at George Frost's for a

Several paper» of Maine are supporting the repeal of Prohibition, and it is
moat significant that their pages include
many columns and squares of "Ye·"
advertisements, in large type, which
gives them a return ef hundreds of dollars for the month.
It is well known that the great National Associations that control the sale
of beer and hard liquors fight prohibition
effective restriction to their
as most
business, and that they are putting forth
thousands of dollars already in Maine,
where it will do the must good, and will
spend many tens of thousands in the last
week or ten days of the campaign. In
Lynn last fall, a single city of Massachusetts, their agents admitted spending
some 950,000, and that mainly in the last
few days of tho campaign, flooding the
papers with pages of skillful misrepresentations in favor of a return to licence, acquaintances.
A. H. Ladd aud wife, who have beei >
the same kind of misleading print they
with Mrs. Lavina Osgood for ι k
now use in Maine, and bringing in pro- stopping
few weeks, have returned to their homi >
saloon orator·, one at a thousand dollars
But Lynn re- in Roxbury, Conn.
a night from the weel.
R G. Stephens baa a crew making ap
fused to re-open saloon·, and we do not
barrels for which there Is always k
believe advertisements £aid for by the pie
demand.
brewers' barrel, nor editorials in these
Again we wish to remind members ο F
same papers will succeed in opening
the Snmner Soldiers' Veteran Associa
votin
or
of
in
cities
the
Maine,
saloons
lion that the annual meeting will b 1
ing "Yes" on September 11th aa a tirst held at West Sumner on Wednesday
that
direction.
in
step
Augnat 30th.

John's Letter.
It may be a notion of onrs—we ell have
the
our notion·, don't yon know?—that
advocates of prohibition and the enforcement of the law placed too muoh confidence in their leMers, and being honest
themselves and sincere, looked for and
in
expected like honeatj and sincerity
those they placed In responsible positions. And they fancied that reform
could only oome through the heaven apof
pointed channel whloh was the party as
their ohoice. Party tie· are strong
•teel to the many. To them there ap-

«.ou

J.60

3,w

I ihall eell my entire Hoe of fancy plash robe· at 10 per cent dlacoont.
Now la the time to boj a nice robe cheap.

<

James N. Favor,
•1

Main St,

22£ΚΤ"·

Norway, Main·.

CAST0RIA huntamnoi*»

YuHhi Aliin Bmfct m

*

_

ζ

The Oxford Democrat. I

and children of

Hollis la

visiting

days laat

week.

hia cousin,

EAILWAT.

15U1,

!

home from

Miss Elizabeth Sperry of Somervilte,
Mass., is boarding at Chaa. Edwards'.

her|

Mrs. Hayes of Lewiston is with
(west —10 13 a. li., dally; *33 p.m.
'lally; 10:01 I
except 9'inday; 7±i r
daughter. Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler, for
iallvSunday excursion trains, lOr" few
days.
[
k MUft
Arthur P. Holman, formerly of this I
I·
D.
of
C.,
Washington,
M îs Souîe
place, has been choaen city electrician in
.'jest At Ε. X. Haskell's.
I Auburn.
Eider
G.
Nelson
Mrs.
spent
ami
Mr
Mr and Mrs. Charles H. Kimball havel
few J a» s in Portland last week.
f recently visited Mr. and Mrs. P. B.
s rate
teachers' examination at the I at East Bethel.
bii;b school building next Fridaj.
Hou and Mrs. James S. Wright left !
Mrs Nellie Brickett went Thursday to I Saturday for a few days' outing, and are
I at Old Orchard.
Presque Isle for a three weeks' visit.
Ctv13< up
.·

t»

n,

ψ

[

J

Qowe|

j

Mrs. Donna Lasselle of Melrose, Mass
·»
guest of her brother. S. C. Ord

way.

N.
G. Spofford of
Mass., arrived Thursday f"r
stay with frieuds.
Mrs.

Hopedale, I
a
week's]

Mrs. Hubert Paterson and children|
Mrs. Enna Park of Mexico was i
a few days bave
just returned from a ten da) a'
£.·*· at Albert D. Park's
visit in Lynn, Maes.
idst week.
F. Cummings is
:

ν

rua

traveling by

avini; purchased

η* season.

a

steam

Stanley

car.

Mrs. Archie Cole of Xew York is a
Mr. Cole
-.-st at Wallace Kyersoa's.
x i.*e a short stay here.
Mr 3nd Mrs. Tarbell of Maiden, Mass
■ red Mrs. Tar bell's father, Q. G.
I r» r. and other relatives here.
Miss Helen Rogers, who had been
«
i:njr s >me time with her mother at
W a:d Beach, returned home the first
of ast week.

Mr and Mrs. S C. Ordway returned
:rst Ί last week from their cottao
r
and Campground, where they had
abe^n for some weeks.

STBON'G ARGUMENT FOB ΒΕΤΑΙΪΠ5Θ PBO-

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. Wheeler and Mr. I
and Mrs. Hoy E. Cole were at Old
Orchard over Sunday.

|

Arthur Daniels of Berlin, Ν. Π.. spent I
Sunday with his mother, Mrs. Mary]
Daniels, at S. C. Ordway's.

Mrs. A. D. Park and her guest, Mrs.!
11. W. Park, made a visit to Bethel rela- j
tives Thursday and Friday.

C
[ bert

H Gilbert and wife and W. B. Gil· I
and wife of Canton were in town[
Sunday on an automobile trip.
Τ F. Hathaway and Grintill Stuart at-l
tended the reunion of the Thirteenth f
Maine Regiment at Westbrook Tuesday.

Mrs. Matilda Richardson visited with I
her son and family at West Paris,
Sunday, returning home Monday morning.

overj

.arry M Wheeler of Wakefield, Mass,
;τchased a lot on Shag* Pond, next
:
f .'lis brother. Alton (.'. WheelMrs Etta Leavitt and daughters, Agi expects to build a camp there
er.
nes and Annie, of Abington. Mass., havel
later.
been at Mrs. Leonard Whitman's for a|
C T :.*ker, wife and son, of Whit- week.
office
M i<s.. .railed at the Democrat
miA D. Park had an auction at Dixfie'd
a> is: week, while on an automo- last
Saturday, going up from his camp
t
tr;p through Maine visiting rela- a'
Shag£ Pond and getting back there at

H. Thurlow

BIFLI ΠΤ

HANDS OF

liututlj

Killed.

COMPANION WAS

Paris Hill Golf Club

DISCHARGED.

FAIR

w

they

were

enjoying heartily.

J.f

Fair in Afternoon.

Entertainment in Evening.

poke

hnur. He
poke earnestly and clearly with good
ffect, and was beard with close atténua.
Only brief mention of some of his
oints is possible.
It is not necessary, said Mr. Lihbv, for
ny one to come bere to tell the intellient citizenship of Oxford County how
) vote.
But I come ty ask you to help
in the cities
A vote here counts as
iuch as a vote in Portland or Biddeford.
*e are facing what I consider the greatit issue this state bas bad since the
»ys of 1S61.
I have traveled over this country quite
ttensively, with eyes and ears open,
id as a business man I can say that I
*ve always returned to our state with
The great influence
eat satisfaction.
hich Maine bas exerted in congress and
iroughout the nation has not been by
rcident. It shows that the men of
aine were well reared. Prohibition has
>t done all this, but it has played its
irt in producing tbe condition* which
ade it possible.
|
for

some more

than

an

Harrison that day,
by
being
telephone and informed of the circumrethe
for
he
stances,
gave permission
moval of the body, which was brought
to the village.
It was evidently an accident, and no
inquest was considered necessary.
Ray H. Thurlow was the third child of
Mr. and Mrs Hiram E. Thurlow, born
He was a bright boy, in
Vov. 21, 190*2
:he fourth grade in the Sburtleff school,
tnd a regular attendant at the Universilist Sunday School. Much sympathy is
'elt for his parents, as well as for all
)there affected by the unfortunate affair.
The funeral was held at the Universilist church Thursday afternoon, at;ended by Rev. Chester Gore Miller, and
mrial was in Riverside.

neetlng of his creditors will be held at tbe ofllce
Dancing, Including Spanish Dance· and
and wife and 1 >f tbe Beferee, So. β Market Square, South
on the 20th day of Sept., A. D. 1911, at
Irish Jig.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 0. Blake of Phil- 'arls,
0 o'clock In tbe forenoon, st which time tbe
adelphia, who have been guests of Capt. aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
Kit· Emma H. Burchenal
and Mrs. W. W. Whitmarsh, left the appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
j ransact such other business as may properly
Of New York, Accompanist.
first of the week. Dr. and Mrs. Thorn ρ- «me before said
meeting.
son will pass ten days at Poland Spring.
South Paris, Aug. '21,1911.
WALTEB L.GRAY.
Mr. and Mrs. Blake return to their
4-6
Beferre In fUnkmptrv
Smith
Philadelphia home.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. McSwiney of BosNOTICE.
Of Carthage,
ton are tbe guests of Mrs. McSwiney's
The subscriber hereby rives notice thai eh»·
One of the £weete»t Singer· of Maine.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Fuller, and ι ia* been duly appointed administratrix with (he
rill snnexed of the estate of
ber sister, Mrs. Louis Brooks.
jIZZIE B. STEARNS, late of Ventura, Calif.,
Mrs. Cora S. Briggi,
Will Libby is enjoying his vacation at
ieccaeed, and given bonds aa the law directs.
the Callahan Cottage with friends.
Of Soutb Pari·, Accompanlat.
LU persons having demands against the estate
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Ilathawav < if said deceased are desired to present the same
or settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re·
accompanied by Clara Louise left town ιueated
to make payment Immediately.
ALICE M. GRAHAM.
Monday on an auto trip through tbe
MARY M. EAMES.
Rev. C. A. Enickerboôker
Aug. 15th, 1911.
White Mountain region.
J 4-6
Agent.
Carl Stone is visiting in Dixficld, tbe
I )f Arlington, Mass., In Dramatic Reading·.
;ue»t of Jamie Sturtevant, for a week or

FOLEmiDNEYiPlLLS

Evening,

25

cents.

DUR CLEARANCE SALE
Is
VE

NOT

BARGAINS

MORE

HAVE

Men's Velour Calf
2.98.

Men's Russia Calf

heel and

Blncher, medium high

high toe,

the $4 00

grade

Men's Velour Calf

g hoes at the

Ozforde, 14.00 grade now $2 98. 13.30 grade
Commodore, 14 00 kind for $2.39.

now

$2.69.

same

$3.00 grade for $2 39.
other lota of Men's
also
kind
for
50
93
many
$2.69,
Oxfords,

low prices.

For Women.

embroidery, $1.98.

separated by lace bands, dainty

broidered yoke, $1.98.

wide tucks over shoulder, buttons

plain tailored model,
band, $1.98.

WAIST of linen in
hemstitched

WAIST of all-over embroidery with the

new

Kimono sleeve,

em-

through

$1.98.

WAIST of Marquisette with heavy insertions, only $1.50.
WAIST with front of all-over bamburg, plain back with pin tucks, $1.50.
A

large line

styles.

of dollar waists in all

Store closed

through remaining Friday

afternoons in

August.

ΙΙΙΙΗΙ·ΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ||ΙΜ|||||||·μ·Ι·ΙΙ·ΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ·ΙΗΙΗΙΙ·ΙΙΙΙΗΙΙΗΙΜΙΙΙΙ·Μ·ΙΜΜ·Ι··ΜΙΙΙΙΙΙ··ΙΜ«ΙΙΙ·ΜΙΙΙΙΗΜΗΙ«

ί 1912 Chalmers "30" I
FULLY EQUIPPED $1600.

Chaîner· "30," $1500. Including magneto. Preit-O-Lite tank. ga« lamp», oil
lampa, top, windshield, ventilated fore-door·, horn and tool·.

;

Last year this car sold for $1750, equipped with magneto, gas lamps, top and
windshield.

[

Think of it this

I

>

-for

$1500!

TELEPHONE

Suits.
resents

a

Norway, Maine.

give

to

or

Every garment repthe highest skill

you

appearance

as

as

artistic

possible.

suits
best

Copyright 1910
Th« H ou κ of Kupp«i>l>cim«r
CKicigo

if

Here is

*°dd
Temperance,

—

Howard Co., South Paris, Me.

S^t

J*·"1

Addition

MID-SUMMER

t^r.toreofTV

'

ohi'^re°

Clearance Shoe Sale !
Men's Ruaset and

Oxforda,

Keith's Konquerora and Cnstom
Work, $4 00 and $3 50 values

_

Ladles' White Canraa Oxforda,
91.75, «1 50, «1.25 valnea

\

For $3.00

For $1.00

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
J

SOUTH PARIS, HAINE.1

Λ

trimmings

and

Line of

PALL PANTS.

Clothier and Furnisher

31 Market

Square

South Paris

Fruit Jar Sale!
Half Pints
Pinte
Quarts
Half Gallon

Half Gallon

j

serviceable

J. F. PLUMMER

treatment falla to benefit.

Eredienta

have
of

workmanship.
Big

j

and snappy

$20.

to

linings,

a remedy Intended for tbe
treatment of kidney ailments of a more
or less chronic nature that has prodnced
remarkably beneficial results in treating
a great number of cases.
In devising the formula of Rexall
Kidney Pills, the manufacturers have
profited by tbe experience of generations
of practicing physicians, and tbe incontained therein are such as
ave been used by snob physlciana in
satisfactorily treating kidney disorders.
We offer you Rexall Kidney Pills under
our personal guarantee to return yoor
money if the treatment isn't satisfactory
to you.
Sixty Pills in a box, 25 cents—at our
Chaa. H.
Tbe Rexall Store.
store

bright

Big range of Blue Serges and
hi Worsteds with the newest ellects
in fancy Worsted·. Prices $7.50
These

YOUR MONEY BACK
We promptly refund money paid us

£

III 111 llllllll II I tl 11· till II · IIIIIMIIIII··

Styles are most nifty and sightly this fall, every model tending

Ball Game,

play,

j

known to the tailor's art.
We feature the newest
shades in Cassimeres, Worsteds and Serges.

any other
event, should be neat and pleasing to the eye. The Oxford Democrat office has a reputation for
printing posters which satisfy
the most critical.

auction,

i

i

just received
WEa HAVE
new invoice of Men's

SWETfSHOE CO.,

Advertising

|

Men's Fall Suits

Telephone 3S-2.

an

11II I*

|

j

MAINE,
I · 11 ·

large lot of Ozforde and Pumps, the $3 00 grade for $2 39;
grade for $2 09 and $1.93, and many other lines that we are closing out at
* argain priées. Come now while the assortment is large.

a

at

17·4.

PARIS.

We also have a

'osiers

cars

Perley F. Ripley, Agent,

*I 2.50

)pera House Block,

}

improved in

and

We think you will agree that "claims" are unnecessary in view
of such value at such a price. The facts are eloquent and convincing. You have your .choice of two, four or five-passenger

large

Ε. N.

year—refined

i

every possible way, with thoroughly ventilated
fore-door bodies, inside control, magneto, gas
lamps. Prest-O-Lite tank, and including also
Chalmers mohair top and automatic windshield

The above lines of $3.00 Boots, which we are selling for $2.39, are all our well,
■ □own Evangeline, and the style is right, and it is not possible to buy better goods
t lan these for $3.00 but the manufacturer is changing the pattern and lasts on this
lot of them to close out for the extremely low price of
j| ne and we have a
4 2.39.

MAINE

NORWAY,

bodies, and four color schemes. We ask you to see these
Deliveries to customers begin at once.
our show rooms.

We have the following lines at bargain prices:—
Women's Calf Blucher, the $3.00 grade now $2 39.
Women's Patent Blucher, the $3.00 grade now $2 39.
Women's Vici Kid Blucher, f3 00 grade now $2.39.
Women's Vici Kid Button, $3.00 grade now $2.39.
Women's Patent Button, the $3.00 grade now $2 39.
Women's Velour Calf Button, $3.00 grade now $2 39.

pawned

Iand

$1.98.

WAIST of lawn with embroidered insertion·

for

Men's Patent Button Oxfords, $4 50 kind now $3 39.
Men's Velour Calf Button Oxfords, $3 50 kind for 12 09.

it

'Music

of

WAIST of fine muslin with jabot effect, is trimmed with lace· and insertion·,

MEN-

BEFORE

Men's Calf Oxfords

I,

hÎ?

yoke

WAIST of sheer lawn with Dutch neck and

Men's Box Calf Blacher, low heel and wide toe, regular price (4.00, now $2.98
Men's Patent Blucher, medium heel and high toe, the $4.00 kind for $2.98.
Men's Patent Blucher, wide toe, low heel, $4.00 grade for Ι2.Θ8.
Men's Patent Button, arrow toe, $3.50 kind for $2 49.

^Wednesday

ίΓ,Ι·
ΕΓρ«'.
General
^îwer

quality

lace· and embroidery, $2.50.

READ, COME AND BE CONVINCED.

j

ί
free

WAIST of fine mualin with pretty medallion band down front with lace band·
separated by row· of pin tucks, only $2.50.
lawn with medallion yoke daintily ornamented with
WAIST of excellent

For Men.

^Two

Evening,

please the most exacting in regard to style, workmanship, quality and price.

and is still in progress.

a success

TIONED.

!

■

\dmission

O·RHEUMATISM KIOMKVSAMO BLADDES

j

fir

Our

shown.

ever

waists will

j

wboj

-fecial

have

Wynifred Staples

]

j

we

]

j

Henry^

largest and most choice line

of shirt waists that

looking unusually
Dr. Albert Thompson

bet-1

Sabattu^are|

I

We have the

HALL,

Letter irom κβν. mr. rouie.
:en days.
Rvmfobp Falls, Aug. 11, 1911.
night.
Editor Democrat :
Major Bial F. Bradbury, Capt. M. P.
The remains -f Albert E. Davies. who
and
Walter
K.
two
chil-1
Mrs.
are
who
Penley
Stiles and Co. D boys bave returned from
Thinking that our fnende
-vured a few weeks since
was fa'a' y
dren
Greenwood
are spending the
of
be
muster at Augusta.
of your valuable paper might
ι
readers
were
π Concord, Ν. II
!-arh:>
week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
to hear from us in our new
H. L. Libby and wife bave returned
>
interested
Tuesday and taken to j ·*J.
,·
band
in
our
"take
we
rrom a week's visit with Mrs. Libby's
Murphy.
pen
some wno ieei mas present conciliions field of labor,
T'iell Tow a f -r burial in the cemetery
1
a
few
linen.''
lister. Mrs. D. B. Brown, at Breezy Point,
Mrs. Frost of South Framingham.. I are not absolutely satisfactory say, let us and drop you
there.
\i
Having at our last conference in April 3arri«on.
license and if that doesn't work
and
of
Mrs.
Chase
try
Mass.,
s.'lut? uuisrs iu iuv
Grace Bicknell, for some time engaged
fer we can go back to prohibition again. : completed fifty years in the Christian
He quests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ε
i:r ast week.
rices at the C
But 1 tell you, if license should be tried, | pastorate. I concluded to retire from my | η tbe teachers' agency of Boston, has
Maxwell.
j.
»
in
the
M iy Bird
won third rr
and the liquor power once get a crip on work, and to enjoy my leisure at the , iccepted a position as principal teacher
* 'a
j
Bryant in rhe
Misa Mie M. Fieid was with Mr. and
class,
I therefore sold , >f the girls' school in Perkins Institute.
us, it would be many a long day before eveningtime *f life.
with
:je
Mrs. Ε M Mi'.lett at Old Orchard for a we
money
^:4Λ. but "A-*
our beautiful home in Buckfield aod < >be is now in Boston for a few days on
back
to
again.
got
prohibition
few Jays last week. All returned home
Billy C. ia t:e
The speaker scouted a* utterly absurd moved to Waterville, where I bad en- ι >υβίηβϋβ. She assumes the duties of ber
Saturday night.
and disproved by all the evidence, the ioved two pastorate», and where I resided , lew position in September.
Mies Λ .-■* Ατλ 'f Milford, Mas·., I
Philip Stone, for some time teacher in
Juror» for the October term of court theory that the associations of liquor when presiding elder of the Augusta
rame here as: wee* to visit her cousin,
Varren, Mass., has accepted the position
Frank A Taylor men were even ind'fferent to the result
H^nry V·" Filler. because of his illness were drawa Saturday
in
Waterville
home
needing ( >f principal of the South Paris Grammar
Our future
here I grand juror, Ε. M. Dunham and J. J. here in Maine. They are putting their j
w th a heart trouble, and arrived
and improve- « School. Mr. Stone is the eon of Mr. and
money into Maine, he said, it even comes quite extensive repairs
only twi· Jays before bis death. She re- ! Eraelev traverse.
In
we
were
settling. But ] ire. G. Fred Stone. He is a graduate
delayed
from London, to help break down proh; mente,
turued home after the fanerai on Sunday.
Mr. and Mr». Albert D. Park went
when our work there had been com- , if the Norway High School.
bition.
t
i: »rry D Cole and family and Fred B. Fr day to their camp at Shagg Pond for
Carl Stone, Ralph
pleted. and we were prepared to have
We're up against a crafty foe. I w
Harriman, and
W gg!η and family left Monday morn- a few' days' stay, with Mr. and Mrs. D.
of ; life more to our liking, there came to us, ] lomer Tubbs have taken tbe state examthe stranger, who in the gu'
against
iog to take a vacation at a camp on New E. Dresser as guests.
a vacationist or a canvasser is trying to very unexpectedly, a Macedodian call to j nation in pharmacy at Augusta.
Mead w» River. Mr. Cole s family ex-1 Mrs. Archie Cole has been
and help them
Mrs. Addie Rowe is entertaining her
a forward the cause of license in this state. come over te Rumford
spending
pect to remain this week, and Mr. Wig· few dav* with her uncle, Nahum Moore, There are many such, under pay of the till the fall months, as their pastor, the , ister, Mrs. S. H. Stanton of Lynn,
will!
Guy Cole
aside by ill ] ilaee., for two weeks.
^in s family two weeks.
and family. at Rumford. Mr. Moore is liquor interests, and I have met some of Rev. A. T.Craig, was laid
bave charge of the county hoarding:
health. "Not conferring with flesh and
Hosea Abbott is with his wife at Mrs.
them.
rerv much out of health.
absence.
his
father's
ami
h' jse during
Taking up the question of illegal sales, ! blood," we responded to the call, we < /. C. Tibbetts' at Kennebunk for a short
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affair was the supper. Thi· waa to have C. Wheeler, Rev. A. T. McWhorter, Rev. Norway, on Aug. 25, at a temperance
a son.
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been eaten out doors, but the coming of Τ Ν Kewley and Rev. Ε. A. Davie. Δ rally.
In Denmark, Aug. 10, to the wife of Paul
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SHIRT WAISTS

The Event of the Season*

BALD AT 35.

NORWAY.

Road Commissioner Roberts come· io
for many good words for the excellent
Kill the Germs; Nourish the
road he has constructed
on Bridge
Street.
occurred
Hair Boots and You'll
An unfortunate and sad affair
A good audience assembled in New
Herbert P. Frost bas purchased a
Hall Friday evening to bear Mr. J. R. near South Paris Tuesday, when Ray H.
Never Grow Bald.
of Mr. and Buick auto which he will run for the
Libby of Portland, wbo spoke nnder tbe Thurlow, 8 years of age, son
in
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with
was
public
instantly
E.
livery
Thurlow,
It'·
yonr own fault if yon grow bald
auspices of tbe no-license movement, in Mrs. Hiram
stable business.
The public demand at 35 m thousand· of men
favor of reclining tbe prohibitory amend- killed by the accidental discharge of a
do; ye·, and
22-calibre rifle in the bands of H. Wll- quicker service, Mr. Frost says, and the women are doing. If yon bave any danment in the constitution of Maine.
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druff there'· a thousand or more germa
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pasture
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about a mile and a half southeast of the supplying a long needed accommoda- ins ecalp and falling hair in two weeks.
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gone
It's guaranteed you know; thia deTbe speaker waa introduced by
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James S. Wright, wbo spoke briefly, say- I ble, and the Berry boy wanted to take
lightful and refreahing Parisian Sage WEDNESDAY
one belong- vacation at Small Point on Tuesday. that ia now aold all over
ing that he was glad to be identified with the rifle, which was a new He
America, and if
was told Mrs. Jones and the children will remain it doean't
no grand a movement as this which bad
ing to his older brother.
prove better than any other AFTERNOON
at
Small
Point some time yet.
hair tonic you ever need, get your money AND
(or its object tbe promotion of temper- that be could not bave it, but succeeded
Mrs. William A. Bibber and daughter back.
Mice.
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ssue. The real issue is whether we shall in which didn't work right, and the Ber- for two weeks.
be
remove
at
the Smith cottage, The
to
it,
enjoyed
lave license, or prohibition which can ry boy was endeavoring
WANTED.
iot be disturbed because it is in the fun- the gun being under bis arm with the Alexander.
Miss
The
ThurOra
and
and
Mr.
and
Reed
backward.
friend,
muzzle
Errand boy at The Beeches. Aplamental law. It would be a shame to
pointing
ake a step backward by repealing it low boy was standing a few feet behind Mrs. Joseph M. Odiorne of Richmond
him. The gun was accidentally dis- drove by auto from their home Sunday ply in person.
rom the constitution.
They say they want to "take the liquor charged, and the bullet struck the and called on Mrs. Odiorne's sister, Mrs.
THE BEECHES,
E. F. Smith. They returned after four
luestion out of politics." But they're Thurlow boy at the corner of one eye,
Paris Hill.
rying to put it into politics—into every going through the top of his head. It o'clock and took supper in Richmond, a m
is thought that death must have been distance of about fifty miles.
own meeting in every town.
See the array of talent :
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Bangs were called
NOTICE.
Mr. Wright reviewed tbe progress of instantaneous.
District Court of the United States for
laine under constitutional prohibition,
Thoroughly frightened, Willard ran to Bethel Sunday by the sudden sickness InthetbeDistrict
of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
MISS MARION HALLETT
ud made some comparisons with other about half a mile to the house of Mr. of their daughter, Mildred. The sickIn the matter of
)
tates, and closed by saying tbat the Clifford and a message was telephoned ness was caused by ptomaine poison
Of New York,
LOUIS PICARD,
In
[ Bankruptcy,
aloon doesn't bring anything into a to the village. As soon as possible Mr. from lobster or clams. Miss Bangs reof Bumford, Bankrupt. )
Graduate of Sargent Normal School of
the
covered
for
started
and
Dr.
Stewart
dwo.
is
all
the
time
out
of
rapidly.
It
Berry
To
the creditors of Louis Picard In the
carrying
Pbydcal Education, laatrnctor la OIIThe H. F. Webb Co. will, it is report- bounty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
be town, and carrying down to ruin the place with the doctor's automobile, but
Ac·
bert Normal School of Daaclng.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 6th day of
ed, do one of their greatest year's canof course nothing could be done.
itizens of tbe town.
Hay, A. D. 1911, the said Louis Picard was
knowledgad one of tba flncat Fancy
Coroner William J. Wheeler was at ning this season. The sweet corn crop ; luly adjudicated
Mr. Libby was then introduced, and
il
ret
and
that
the
bankrupt,
Dancers In tbla Country la Costume
reached
is
bat
well.
ACCIDENTALLY

HtBITIOX IS THE COSSTITtmOX.

Miss Eva Swett haa been visiting Miss
I Leona D. Stuart at Saco for the past
I week.

*·

Ι Ray

AddrcM of J. R. Ubby.

Bangor

Mrs. George Tirrell and son of Locke1·
Mills are visiting Mrs. Nettie Tirrell.

TWAINS LUTT »OCTH .'iEII
β D1 α. Μ
bring down eut —5 « a. m.. dally ;
tally except Sunday; 4τ>>
S ♦.· Α.
». ,·
7 37
excursion
trains,
Sunday
li..
dally.
ρ
»

George

Boston a few

SOUTH PAIUS POST omc*.
7J0a.II.Io7 40 p.il
> >flc« Hoar· :

C u3>n\endn* Au>t S,

Traynor

gneata at Dr. Merrill'·.

I Earl H oil is, at North Paria.
George H. Clark was at

SOUTH PARIS.
iJEAXD TKCSK

Mr·.
are

Lightning Jars.

Economy Jars.

$

.86 per doz.
M
44
90
44
44
1.00
44
44
1.26

$1.10

per doz·
44
44
96
44
44
86
44
44
20
10 each
60 per doz.
44
44
36

Quarto
Pinto
Extra

Caps
Duplex Jar Opener

Queen Jelly Mould
Tumblers

Jelly

N. Dayton Bolster Co.,

36 MARKET SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS, HE.

Thone, 106-81.

CASTORIA hMifuutuNi*

Iki KUYh Itan Alms talkt

*»£·
-

i
THE LAND OF
"ra^ssssrîiisrffiisaass
PUZZLEOOM.
HOMEM AXEES1 COLUMN.

Harness and Blankets

Columh, Oxford Democrat, South ParU, Me.

Driving Harness,

$11.00 to $26.00

Stable Blankets,
65c to

No. 1437.—Subtraction*.
Subtract fifty-one from a flowering

where It was considered proper to eat
too much, to dree· too gorgeously, and
shrub and leav· a résinons substance; to labor very little. She dressed quietly,
lived simply, and worked honestly for
five from to exist and leave a falsesix or eight bon» of every day, keeping
hood; one hundred from peaceful and
only tbe evening for reoreation with ber
leave a Scottish garment; five from iiu«band. She
really mast bave been
uncertain and leave a chill; five and

$2.00

fifty

for Horse
and Stable.

Everything

He wfll

you

ttjr
a

have a

dinner if yon

good

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

of

piece

serve

flaky-crusted pie

for dessert.
With William Tell Flour your
pastry will be a marvel of delicacy—your muffins, rolls and bread

1911

Hebron Academy

light,

tender and wholesome.

It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.

Order today.

Prepares thoroughly for all colleges

(12)

William
Tell Floor

and «cient tie schools.
College, Classical and English courue*.
Location ideal for high mountain air,
pure water ai d quiet environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.

Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Sept. II, 1911.
on request.
Address the prinW. E. SARGENT, Litt. D
cipal,
33-37
Hebron, Maine.

Catalog

Everything

For Sale by N. Dayton Bolster Co

in

Millinery

greatly reduced prices.

at

Also

3ome

bargains in

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,
·—

Fancy Goods

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

Desirable Stand For Sale in
South Paris.

Cord Wood,

AND A HA I, F STORY HOUSE, imitable for either one or two rente. Nice stable
44 fen Ion*, i" foot addition for storage. Four
to Ave acre» of good tillage land and pasture for
two eow·. All In good repair and will be sold
on eaey term·.
Imiulre at
SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK.
3M

ONK

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

HÉHi!

Stove Wood and

Coal.
A. W. WALKER ά SON,

—

AND

—

South Paris, Maine.

Wool
ro

ON

B. Eaton,

close out odd patterns and clean

up stock.

At T. F.

Chas, F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth StsM

MAINE.
YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Dkwons
Copyrights Ac.

Anton· sendtue m «ketch and description may
.mlckly ucvuin ou* opinion fre* whether an
Coœmumoainvention it probably patentable.
UoM .trtctlyfm.adeutlal. HANDBOOK on Patents
«nit free, tilde·» agency for sec«ne*gelentA.
Paleut· taken thMUitli Mum A Co. NMT·
ifcs. without char*·, In the
tpttial notkt.

Scknliiic flm«rican.

Λ handsomely llloet rated weekly. I.ar«e*t circulation of any acl«ntmc tournai Term·. W a
>mt : four month», IL 8oM by all newsdealer*.

llathaway'e Shop,
Maine.

Pari·,

South

19tf

Foley Kidney Pills

TONIC IN

eo

ACTION

QUICK IN RESULT·

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE

RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of tb·
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A

positive

boon to

MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
HAVK HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
8. A. Davl*, 627 Washington St., Conaersville«
Ind., i» in hi» 86th year. Ho writes us: "I ha*·
lately suffered much from my kidne>s and bladder I had severe backaches aud uiy kidney action
was too frequent, causin* me to loee much sleep
at night, and in my bladder there waa constant
pain. I took Foley Kidney Pills for some time,
and am now free of all trouble and attain able to
be up and around. Foley Kidney Pills have my
highest recommanda Uou."
South Parle.
A. E.SHURTLKFF JkiCO.,
Parle.
& E. NEWELL & CO.,

KILLths couch

m»

STATE or XA11K.
OXFORD, SS.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden at Pari», within
ami for the County of Oxford, on the second
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1911
lienik-cifully represent* Helen M. Bird, of
Maifalloway Plai txtlon, In the County of Oxford and State of Maine, that «he wax lawfully
married to Henry E. HIr· 1. then of Wentwurth's
{.oration In the Stale of New Η iinpohlre, but
now of parti* unknown to your libellant, at VI»·
icaltoway Plantation In said County and State,
on the eighteenth day of Vtober, is*. and lived
with him aa hie wife at aald Magalloway Planta
tlon till about the twentieth day tf September.
191»; that «he has always conducted heraelf as a
faithful wife toward the aald Henry β. Bird,
but be, retfarile»a of hla tew· and duty, waa
guilty of cruel aud abualve treatment to war!
her during the time the/ lived together, and that
he wu also guilty of gro·· and conflrmed habit·
of intoxication. And your libellant further aver»
that the realdence of aald llbellee I· not known
to her. and that It cannot be ascertained by
reaaonable diligence.
Wherefore she pray» that the bond· of matrimony now existing between her and the said
Uenry E. Bird be ifiaaolved, and that her name
be changed to Helen M. Wilson.
Dated at Hart·, this list day of July, A. D.
1911.
HELEN M. B1KU.

Oxford,

se.

MAINE.
Jtly 31st, 1911.

FOR C82S?8

Wuoht, Kaq.
Attorney tor Libit.

J auks S.

SJ4

WANTED.
Woman who la

a good cook, (or genhousework, to oare for oa In oor
boa·. Washing dooo ont. Good pay.
Two In family.
Κ. N. PRINCE, Book field. Me.

eral

nuTsnnâ^ût

HINC8

JSSk.

GUARANTEED 8ATI8PA0T0BY
OB MONEY REFUNDED.

GERANIUMS

II.

My first Is a part of the body;
My second a part of the dress;
My first may not Rive my second;
It could hardly be called a caress;
It might lead to wearing my total,
Thut badge of revolt and distress.
1IL
Sedate and proper Is my first
As down the lane serene she walks,
And from the bushes by the way
My second gathers from their stalks.
My whole with blossoms may be found
From early spring till late in fall.
Once wild, 'tis now in gardens grown.
And lovely Is and gay withal.
—Youth's Companion.

and other bedding Plants
in Pots and Boxes. Also

at the

receptions

and kept
She gave no large
baman automaton in attendance upon
her door bell. Instead, ahe kept a gueat
chamber fragrant and ready for visitors
from out of town. There waa always a
place at ber table for tbe friend wbo
would go to her. And many went from
were
the West, and
the East and
no

strengthened and

refreshed.

fragrance, a knowledge of the clean odor
of tbe earth after rains. And ber children became healthy and helpful, truthful and beautiful.

And her neighbors realised that she
would not live aa they lived, and they resented it. And when they spoke of her

they said:

things
hay
'simple
"lier
a certificate,

"

life.'
narrow board, a pile of
house? Well, it la juat about
disease, part of a bed into
what
you would expect. The things are
a framework into clamor, a mass of
all good enough, but they are not at all
stony substance into fireworks, a num what
people are uaing now. It's always
ber Into a doctrine.
the way with these conceited people who
try to be original, and won't bave a
bouse furnisher do everything properly."
No. 1441.—Riddles.
L
"No, I would not trouble to call, if I
were you.
When people are queer, like
An ornament 1 am, and. what is better,
I witness many a document and letter.
that, there is no telling how far it may
go. She may be—not our sort at all,
IL
you know."
Tour travels ended, come to me for rest.
"Well, I always have felt that there
And for your money you shall havo the
must be something not quite—ah—rebest.
fined about α woman who likes doing so
Rut if you try to count me you will fall;
My number well may make the bravest much of her own housework."
"Yes, and have you noticed her workquail.
ΙΠ.
ing m that garden with a spade just like
The lessons^ll are learned, and I am said. a day laborer, and the children dirty as
And ulways I must be the spender's dread
little pigs?"
1 am the Bomber huo upon the Held;
"1 es, and I feel that you never can
The modest to my colors often yield.
get children to grow up with any Ideas
of propriety if you are so stingy that you
No. 1442.—Artie es of Dress Puzzle.
won't keep a nurse to look after them

properly."
Only the cleaning woman
her once a week, said:

R, L C U
A Ε Ο A V

Η

R

No. 1443.—Homonym.
Were I the pair of spectacle·
Of which you are complaining
I'd answer In a single word
Nor linger for explaining.

King

THE_COONTRY

Albert by King Edward,
Vktorla
and on on»· occasion when the iate king
was on board bin majesty thought be
would like to steer the yacht for a little way.
Admiral Keppel took him to the
wheel, and. having ascertained the
proper course to steer, his majesty
tried to keep the yacht in It with rathana

(tfhat Prohibition Hos Done For

who went to

"She ain't much fer fuss and feathers,
but she's kind and good. She makes a
body feel kinder human and decent and
self-respectin', and I'd rather work there
than anywhere else."
The queer woman moved into another
town where most of the people were
poor. They labored too muoh without
carelessly,
a purpose, ate and drank
and were either slovenly or gaudy in
looked
out on
manners.
dress and
They
lire with eyes asquint. But tbe queer
woman lived just as sbe bad lived in the
rich community. She made her new
home beautiful with her slowly accumulated treasures. She made a new garden
She kept her
as wonderful as the first.
ideals Intact. And her new neighbor*
said:
"She dresses like a swell. I cal'late
"
she thinks she's too stylish fer as
"I reckon she ain't the kind you
could count on to help with a church
at the Ladies'
β"ΡΡ,®Γ' or lMd t&e prayer
Aid."
"Her man must nave a oara time 01 it

with all the house company she baa.
It's a wicked extravagance to be alios
eotertainin' like tbat."
The word! It Is a proper name"They say she baa real grand furniGreek. If I'm not mistaken.
ture in ber front room. Probably abe
The "ancient blahop" known to fame
agenda all abe kin save on it, and baa It
l ong since haa earth forsaken.
done over every two yeara."
"It'a wicked to aet anch atore by
No. 1444.—Cross Word Enigma.
and atatooary. It'a tbe love of
pictera
In
never
shell;
but
In
Is
cannon,
first
My
that's ruinin' our women, tbat'a
My second Is in chnpel. but never In bell; display
what I think!"
My third is in human, but never in wild;
"For my part, I think abe'a a mighty
My fourth Is in orphan, out never in child;
idle sort. She spends boura every week
My fifth Is In horûc. but never in goat;
My whole is the name of a very small settin' around in that garden with them
boat.
children, not doln' * blessed thing but
talkin' to 'em, when she ought to be
No. 1445.—Charade.
scrubbin' and bakin' like ordinary
one
here
but
two.
Of my first you have
folks."
may do.
"I reckon I won't go to see ber, leastTo explain it more need not be spoken
When a woman acta like
not yet.
waya
in my next, deep in shade, some scores tbat
you never can tell what she will do,
have been laid.
and like aa not I'd getanubbed, any way.
And when in my whole you're not JokShe's so amart and high act in' and stuck
ing.

by a
squadron of croisera, and the cap-

Prohibition the Best Business Asset

tain of one of these vessels, noticing
the wabbly course of the Victoria and
Albert, thought he would "rag" Admiral Keppel on his bad steering.
He signaled a sarcastic Inquiry aa to
the erratic course of the yacht >nd

of State—Replies to Whisky Crowd's
Infamous Lies—Denies Thst Pau-

perism and Crime Have Increased
Poverty 8talka Upon ths People

and

and kicked himself.—Pearson's

,y·

I

—

Politeness.
True politeness Is that which when

a

toan Is lying to you and you know he
la lying impels you to listen to him aa
though you believed him and Impels
him to go on lying as though br believes you believe him.—Chicago Post
A Left Handed One.
He—A handsome woman smiled at
She—Well. It Is possime yesterday.
ble for even a handsome woman to

have
ton

a sense

of the ridiculous.—8cran-

Tribune-Republican.

A beautiful eye makes silence eloa kind eye makes contradiction
an assent: an enraged eye makes beau-

quent;

ty deformed.—Addison.

Under prohibition the low grogsoseller is not tolerated in decent
saloon keepciety. Under license the
as
er Is as regularly a "merchant,"
any other dealer.
TIME MEANS LOSS OF
PAY.
Kidney trouble and the ills it breeds

LOSS

OF

lost time and lost pay to many a
M. Baient, 1214 Little
man.
Penna St., Streator, 111., was so bad from
kidney and bladder trouble that he
could not work, but he says: "I took
Foley Kidney Pills for only a short time
and got entirely well and was soon able
to go back to work, and am feeling well
and healthier than before.11 Foley Kidney Pills are tonic in aotion, quick in results—a good friend to the working man
or woman who suffers from kidney ills.
A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E.
Newell A Co., Paris.
means

working

"Do

you

think

women

should pro-

pose?'1 asked the passe lady.
"I don't know,11 mused the young
"Have you tried everything
thins.
else?"
Many sufferers from nasal catarrh say
they get splendid results by using an
atomizer. For their benefit we prepare
Ely1· Liquid Cream Balm. Except that
it is liquid it is in all respect· like the
healing, helpful, pain-allaying Cream
Balm that the public has been familiar
with for years. No cocaine nor other
dangerous drug In It. The soothing
spray is a remedy that relieves at once.
All druggists, 75c., Including spraying
tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren
Street, New York.
"Why do you Insist on asking that
young man to sing?"
"Because," replied Miss Cayenne,
"when he'· singing be isn't trying to

converse."

HAY FEVER, ASTHMA AND
MER COLDS

SUM-

Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound will do it. E.
M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St., Chicago,
writes: "I have been greatly troubled
during the hot summer months with
Hay Fever and find that by using Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound I (ret great relief." Many others who suffer similarly
will be glad to benefit by Mr. Stewart's
experience. A. E. Sburtleff Co., South
Paris; S. E. Newell A Co., Pari·.

TO^

GIVE

HIM

STOMACH.

heating.

A

NEW

"I suffered intensely after eating and
medicine or treatment I tried seemed
to do any good," write* Η. H. Youngpeters, Editor of The Sun, Lake View,
Ohio. "The first few dosea of Chamberlain'a Stomach and Liver Tableta gave
ma anrpriaing relief and the aecond bottle seemed to give me a new atomacb
and perfectly good health." For sale by
all dealer·.

not difficult to keep aluminum
saucepans bright and new looking, but a
frying-pan ia almost certain to bave fat
burnt to tbe sides and bottom. The
manufacturera give directions for cleansing with oxalic acid, which In my oase
waa a complete failure.
It ia, however,
easy to keep the pan beautifully bright.
Heat the pan and rub with a cleanser
while atill hot. The beat softens tbe
aluminum a little and tbe stains rub off
nioely. This would never, do, however,
for aluminum saucepans, as they are too
thin and would wear out rapidly.
It is

A well known Dea Moines woman
after suffering miserably for two days
from bowel complaint, was cured by one
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhœa Remedy. For sale by all
deal era.

means
Jeraldlne—William
good,
Jamea mean·beloved. I wonder (blushmeana.
what
ing)
George
Mrs. Fond hope·—Well, daughter, let
na

hope,that George

meana

bualneaa.

More people, men and women, are
Buffering from kidney and bladder
"Do you think people are really maktrouble than ever before, and eaoh year
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
more of them turn for qulok relief and
ing any progreas? That we actually gain
To can corn, beans, peas or asparagus
and
worthiness?"
lo knowledge
benefit to Foley'a Kidney
In common glass fruit jars: first have permanent
woman
which haa proven itaelf to be
"Certainly. Why, hardly any
tbe jara and tops well soalded In boiling Remedy,
now."
hair
blaachea her
one of the moat effective remedies for

GREENHOUSE,

Κ P.

CROCKETT,

Proprietor.
Farms .for Sale.
Buy Teraia aad Low Price*.
la Acre· is South Gray, near good neighbors,
good water, near church and school·. On Une
A great chance to keep bens
new electric road.
aad raise small fruits,10 mliee to Portland.
•5 Acres In Yarmouth, oa bank of Royal River,
on good street just out of the village, good
orchard, two good hen boutes, flue shade tree·,
good lawn, cottage house six room·, beat of
water, near s tes m and electric cars, schools and
churchee, 1 mile to the sea. ▲ pretty place.
Best of neighbors.
4 Acr·· lust out beautiful village of Tarmouth,
Almost new
electric Ugat ta front of the house.
buildings. beet uf spring water la the bouse,
for a man
chaaoe
A
fine
to
handy
everything.
with a lime money lo keep hen* and work In the
mille. WU1 exchange for larger tanas, vllllage

or

city property.

W,

A.

KNIGHT,

Box J6,
YARMOUTH VILLR,

ldtf

J.

Do not allow your kidney and bladder
trouble to develop beyond the reach of
Take Foley Kidney Pills.
medicine.
Qlve quick results and atop iriegularitiea
A. E.
with surprising promptness.
Sburtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell
A Co., Pari·.

of the

question

as

ner

business proposition.
When I was a candidate for governor in 1908, I made the campaign
for my nomination and election on the
this
to
that If elected

proposition

was

in the localities where the law was
man who established himself In the saloon business
in violation of the laws and constitution of Kansas would be regarded the
all the
same as any other outlaw, and

as

hot water.

Cat

to

be

Buy it now. Now la the time to buy a
bottle of Chamberlain'· Colic, Cholera
It la almoat
and Diarrhœa Remedy.
certain to be needed before the aummer
la over. Thla remedy baa no auperior.
For aale by all dealer·.

there were no violations such a
law would not be necessary. It doe*
prohibitory law in
mean that the
Kansas Is as well enforced as other
criminal statutes, and that when men
violate it they are arrested, convict-

MaiÉÉialfiiÎttAtttti

Become

Depositor

a

WITH THE

Norway National Bank
kept

Your money will be

sent to prison.
The United States government has
taken a step which will aid materially in stamping out the irresponsible
and whisky vender, who

promptly

so

throughout

checks.
We offer the services of

ESTABLISHED

Bank to the small

they

of the
prohibitory law In Kansas. Under direction of President Taft the Attorney
General of the United States has ordered U. S. district attorneys in "dry
not to compromise with

utterly without foundation.

are

On my honor as a man, and upon my
word as the chief executive of nearly
two million sovereign people, I say to
conceived
you they are Infamously
saloon
The
and maliciously false.
and are
men are in desperate straits
•Imply trying to deceive people who
aroused by their crimes, that the

territory"

who violate the Internal revelaws by permitting them to pay
fines, but to prosecute them and send
them to Jail for a reasonable time.
I want especially to impress the
fact upon your mind, that while Kansubstantiel prohibition for
sas had
twenty-eight years, it has had absolute prohibition only since May, 1909,
men

nue

are

may be kept up.
If the prohibition law has Increased
drunkenness, crime and perjury, as
saloon men claim it has done, the
saloonkeepers would all be supportthe law instead of fighting It, foi

•ystem

ing

It would increase their revenue.

to this time, liquor was
allowed to be sold through licensed
pharmacists, for medicinal, mechanical and scientific purposes. Abuse ci

previous

Headaches and Their Treatment.

U.OOULO...V.V.V,..
privilege icu lu
In treating a headache, there is one
I
and the last legislature wiped out all safe rule to follow:—Never ose any
abeo-1
state
the
made
and
exceptions
nedlcine containing acetanilid or similar
lutely dry. Before they could sell In· :oal-tar derivatives without the advice
toxicatln? liquor, these pharmacists jf your physician. They may give
had to obtain an Internal revenue temporary relief, but they almost never
reach the cause of the trouble and are
stamp, and It is upon this circumlikely to weaken the heart The most
and
the
that
agents
In
stance
part
ïommon form of headache, frequently
disand
breweries
the
spokesmen of
Ailed sick headache, arising from a
tilleries are trying to deceive you by lisordered stomach, may be avoided
showing the number of so-called 11- by care in the choice of food. Shun
censes Issued In Kansas last year.
pastry, candy and rich food, take time
and
A further explanation of the num- to eat, chew your food thoroughly
bowels in good condition by
ber of licenses Issued In Kansas Is keep your
one-half to one teaspoonful of
found In the method of handling vio- using
L. F. Atwood's Medicine after each
Federal
stamp law.
lators of the
meaL This old reliable remedy has
When our state officers arrest a man been a perfect blessing to thousands
for selling liquor they notify the In- for sixty years. Get a bottle today,
ternal revenue officers, who come to and prove it for yourself. Any dealer
him at once and collect a Federal li- has it for thirty-five cents, or we mail
L. F. Media free sample on request
cense tax, often times finding the man

miB

In Jail. This man Is then quoted by
the breweries, distilleries and saloon

Kansas.

Prohibition la the Best Butines· Aa

of Kan···.
While I am not an expert in the affairs of the local government of St.
Loula, I venture the assertion that
conditions which are due largely to
•et

the saloon and kindred evils of society constitute your most disturbing
and
distracting problem·. Uaually

Best

Separator Today
ie the

U. S. Cream

and Fee how far It will go to meet
the
ycur losses of boy· alone through
criminal Institutions which are tot-

tered under the wing of the grog shop ;
for I assert that the brewery Is originally. and the aaloon la ultimately,
the apawnjug place for the gambler,
the prostitute, the robber, the wifebeater, and, finally, the murderer.
The gambling bouse and the houae

ι

Separator

You do not care who invented the cream separator—or
r
which separator was first in the field.
You want to know which is the bent separator today
—which is the most improved.
The United States Separator has demonstrated its
absolute and complete superiority over all other separators. It holds the World's Record for closest

skimming.

It was awarded the only Grand Prize at Seattle,
1909.
Don't buy any separator until you have
asked us about the United States
Better ask TODAY.

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT.

l. S. BILLINGS

see

£25

of AH Kinds for

Lumber

Building Purposes.

SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
OUR

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid
are other makes, but Paroid is the best.

Roofing.

There

BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

L. S.

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,
Block,

Pythian

SOUTH PARIS,

me.

New Baxter

INSURANCE,

iiuiMing,

PORTLAND,

mk.

PIANOS & ORGANS.

STANDARD
SEWING

cine Co, Portland, Me.

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.
YOUR
The best

EYE8

DESERVE

glasses

clentifically

that you can secure,
fitted by ao optometrist

has correctly
who
diagnosed your
rouble. Come to me for examination.
tell
I will
yon honestly just what you
^eed, and why. The expense will be
too small to consider in proportion to
be benefits you will derive should I
find glasses to be necessary.

If you have not found what you
want for a Car, look at the
Oxford County

A40OU

S. RICHARDS.

cities having an amuti··.. to solve
■uch
problems commission delegations of its wisest and best citizens
to Investigate the treatment of these
problem· by other communities. As

chief executive of my state It would
give me great pleasure to welcome
delegation· from St. Louie to Kansas
for the purpose of showing them the I
We have had)
reeult of prohibition.
commissioners from Canada, New Zealand, England and Australia and even
now the governments of Italy and
Rusela are Investigating our methods
of dealing with this evil, the greatest social and governmental problem on the face of the earth today.
If wisdom should cause you to send

BANK

MAINE.

NORWAY,

men of other states as a saloonkeeper in Kansas, when in fact he 1?
either In pall, paroled during good be
havior, or under Injunction never tr,
engage in liquor selling In our stat.·
Under our state law the finding o?
a Federal license stamp in a plaafitted up for the sale of intoxlcutii;·?
liquors Is prima facie evidence of

violation ^ the prohibitory law, ami
I challenge the brewers and distillers
to show one Internal revenue liquo:starap posted In a saloon or Joint in

well

The

I

I

as

depositor.

NATIONAL

NORWAY
OF

ments equally false and absurd.
These charges are true or they are
not true. They are based on facts or

principal violator

the large

as

THE

National

strong, sound

a

1872

long list of state-

a

re-

ceipts in the form of your returned cancelled

in the little basket.

on

security.

in absolute

Payment by check provides indisputable

discouraged development; effeminated
them to
reduced
and
the people
pauperism, upset social relations, and

Bay·—"She la simply mad on
the subject of germ·, and sterilises or
filters everything in the house." "How
allied
does she get along with her family?" of prostitution are so closely
with the saloon that when the latter
"Oh, even her relations are strained.'1
la compelled to move out of a comthe others muit go with It, aa
the
obeok
will
munity
Pills
After washing laoe and muslin ties, j Foley Kidney
bladder they have done in our state.
rinse them in oleer water, then dip them ι progress of joor kidney and
trouble and heal by removing the cause.
Prohibition in Kanaaa la not the rein miik and Iron between clothe.
Try them. ▲. X. Sburtleff Co., South mit of atmospheric
Joel how 1er doee the kitohee raogef Paris; θ. K. Newell * Go., Paris.
Mrs.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

forcement of the law.
But here In St. Louie and through,
out the United States the brewers,
distillers and saloonkeepers, their atIn
torneys and retainers, are telling
that
poster·, pamphlet· and speeches
Kanprohibition increases crime in
a large crop of
sas; that it is making
it has
perjurers and hyprocrites; that
ruined public credit; caused intolerable taxation; destroyed Industries:

if

as

A. W. WALKER & SON,

publicly

power and force of the state governand
ment would be used to punish
destroy his business.
Violators of the Prohibitory Law Are
Sent to Prison.
This does not mean that we have no
violations of the prohibitory law, for

the

price is right.

The

None better.

the merchant and the manufacturer.
This is why the people of our state
to its
are so thoroughly committed
support. Opposition to it has prac
in
quarter
every
tically ceased
has
Every political narty In the state
declared for the strict en

enforced—that any

is

DEERING MOWERS,
RAKES AND TEDDERS.

the butcher, the grocer, the newsboy,
the dentist, the book store, the photographer. the tailor, the dressmaker,

ed publicly all over Kansas—in Pittsburg in the mining districts as well

see our

line of

well as
It is for the government as
for the governed. In Kansas it pays
his
the doctor his bills, the lawyer
fees, the pastor his salary. It helps
the milkman, the farmer, the baker,

This proposition
to be closed.
made In my campaign speeches to thv
saloon men in wet communities as
well as to temperance people; I stat-

now

Before buying call and

Prohibition serves the child as well
It is for the wife as
as the man.
well as the hu3band. It is for society
individual.
the
for
as
well
as

office every saloon, Joint and place
of every kind whatever, regardless of
the sentiment of the community, had

bootlegger

TO OUT HAY WITH.

combined.
There Is nothing radical or unrea
to
sonable in helping a weak man
home to his
wages
week's
his
carry
there is
wife on Saturday night;
to
nothing fanatical in enabling her
send her children to school with coo.1
clothes, gocd shoos and a good din

con-

stituting its strongest claim on society for support, I propose, to a
subvery large extent, to discuss the
ject from a cold-blooded, economic
standpoint. In other words, I am going to present it to you as a sound

ed and

Mowing Machine

more

was

and
business man
regard the moral and senti-

bI(£8

BUT YOU WANT A

merely cut out

op vegetable
and bladder alimenta, that medicanned, pack in jar with a spoon, add a kidney
cal science baa devlaed. A. E. Sburtleff eucrh a delegation to Kansas I will
of
salt to a quart jar, screw
teaspoonful
South Parla; S. Ε. Newell A Co., guarantee they will not find i. busion top lightly, boil one hour, let cool Co.,
Paris.
ness man of standing in the state
with
fill
hoars;
then
tweety-four
open,
who will net testify that prohibition
bot water, and boil one hour more. Let
"I suppose your wife la enjoying her
rest again twenty-four hours; fill again
Is the beat business asset of Kansas.
summer oottage."
with water, add rubber, aorew on top,
She baa three If you think It is not a business ques"Not very much.
let boil an hour, cool and oover from tbe
annual
women vlaltlng her, each on a different tion. flstiro carefully on the
light. Keep In a oool plaee.
kind of diet"
revenue derived from your saloons,

"I understand you are a graduate of
Vaaaar, Miss Luoy. Did you ever atudy
Kngllah literature to any exteit?" "Ob,
For a refreshing slok room dlslnfeotant
mercy, yea! We had Hogg for breakfast.
a little freab ground ooffee In a
Bacon for dinner, Lamb for tea, and put
saucer and In tbe centre plaoe a small
Lover in the evening.
piece of gum oamphor. Light with a
"Had a puncture, my friend?" asked match, and as tbe gum baros low allow
the paaser, with an air of interest. The the coffee to be consumed with It. It Is
chauffeur looked up, and swallowed bis pleaaant, healthful and obeap.
feeling" with a huge gulp. "No, sir,"
be replied. "I'm just ohanging the air
When you have a jabot tbat Is troublein the tirea. The other lot'a worn ont, some to iron, baste the pleats In position
yoa knowP'
before waahlng It, then iron and remove
fine thread so tbat no
Cats and brnlses may be healed In tbe threads. Use
the trace of it will remain.

about one-third the time required by
usual treatment by applying CbamberMAINS,
ialn'a Liniment. It la an antlaeptlo and
without
oauaea auch Injurie· to heal
maturation. Thia liniment alao relieve·
soreness of the muscle· and rhanmatio
pains. For aala by all dealer^

while I
mental

AUTO WAGONS ARE ALL RIQHT

a useless expense that
burdensome on the people
taxes
than all of the state and county

gone
I have never made a prohibition
epeech In my life. I am a practical,

plain-speaking

superior

SEEMED

Kansas

statementIT governor

poor success.
The vessel was being escorted

er

"I've got great news for you," cried
Jack excitedly. "What is it?" asked
his cousin Jennie. "I'm going to marry
May Pretty man!" "Pshaw! That's not
She asked me a month ago if Id
news.
up."
"If she was only teaohin' them chil- be her bridesmaid."
Beheadings.
dren Bible stories or Sunday School lesI love to hear the robin's strain.
An ordinary case of diarrhœa can, as a
sons there in tbe garden it wouldn't be
I know that spring is In his train
be cured by a single dose of ChamAnd flowers must come from April rain. ao bad. The children will probably be rule,
regular heathen when they grow up. berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhœa
'Tis true I have but little skill
Remedy. This remedy has no
Then, mebbe, abe'll be sorry."
The wild things of the woods to kill.
But the cleaning woman who went to for bowel complaints. For sale by all
To see them die quite makes me 111.
dealers.
her once a week, aaid:
"She ain't like the other women, allua
I pore o'er books and wink and blink.
"The meals are pretty bad," complainfusain' and stewin'. But she's good and
I hope to find the missing link.
kind, and gives a body somethin' sweet ed the guest.
And then I'll spread myself In Ink.
"But look at these gorgeous sunsets,"
to think about, and I'd rutber work
there than anywhere else."—Harper'a expostulated the landlord, "the most
Purzledom.
to
Key
magnificent on the whole coast."
Bazar.
No. 1430.—Charades: 1. O. Rye. onMANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
Orion. 2. Eye. ball—eyeball. 3 Fire,
More Olive Oil.
herself painfully through her
flv—firefly 4. Loom. Inn, a. rye—lu m
It has long been observed tbat those Drags
from backache,
who treat olive oil as a common article daily tasks, suffering
Inary.
headache, nervousness, loss of appetite
No. 1431·—Double Acrostic: 1. Alco of food and use It aa such are generally
and poor sleep, not knowing her ills are
hoL. 2. Banditti. 3. ItalslN. 4. An- stronger and healthier than those who due to
kidney and bladder troubles.
not. Tbe American baa atill to learn
do
7.
AwfuL.
G.
B. ilellO.
Pills give quick relief from
gel IC.
that there are many ways of using the Foley Kidney
and misery, and a prompt return
MourX. Abrnham Lincoln.
oil besides in salada. It may be uaed pain
Να 1432.—Zigzag Puzzle: Sparrow with good effect aa a substitute for but- to health and strength. No woman who
afford to overlook Foley
Words: Shot. opal. play. fear. hare, ter, in compounding the ordinary brown so suffers can
Pills. A. E. Sburtleff Co., South
A teaspoonful of oil Kidney
or white sauce.
boar. wren.
Paris; S. E. Newell A Co., Paris.
No. 1433.—Beheadings: S-plne. g-rid· added, just before taking up, to every
of split-pea, bean, potato or other
quart
die. g-rill. p-rlce.
"I guess the good old day· are gone."
soup, lacking fat, greatly inoreasea ita
"How now?"
No. 1434.—Illustrated Zigzag: Betsy
richness as well aa its flavor. A child
"I asked my little niece if >be knew
Ross. Words: 1. Bison. 2. Lemon. 3 soon learna to like tbe taste of olive oil
who Cinderella waa. She said Cinder5. Story. G. Chart on bread in
Raton. 4. Chest.
plaoe of butter, wt)ile any ella was it character in a musical comedy,
kind of cold meat, tbat is to be reoooked,
7. Spoon. 8. Aster. 9. Sword.
but that it wasn't fit for old people to
is improved by having a little oil poured
No. 1435.-Enigma: Youth.
see."
Inn, gale over it, at leaat half an hour before
No 143Λ— Charade:

Night.

People of

the

■

Kansas Is the driest state In the virtuous.
Slowly, one by one, sbe brought Into King Edward, seeing the string of
Help· the Parmer, the
ber home such beautiful things as she flags go up, Inquired their meaning.
union from the point of view of the Prohibition
and ber husband valued and could afGrocer, the Merchant.
Admiral Keppel went all the colors
of self
liquor traffic. Kansas has fought the
ford—a quaint bit of furniture, a good
Prohibition is the doctrine
of the rainbow and tried to escape the
even
not
and
ditch
ru#, a choice picture, precious books.
last
the
When
to
traffic
Insisted.
the
but
king
defence.
And all these things spoke together a question,
*··
protecting its peohe understood the meaning of the drug stores are allowed to disKansas is Rlmr
coherent language, bot they were not at last
off
Into
went
the arch enemy of human
the signal his majesty
enfrom
better
Is
law
The
ple
understood.
pense liquor.
he had reKansas homes are proShe made a garden for herself and her peals of laughter, and after
forced In Kansas than anywhere else. happiness.
an infinitely worse enemy
from
children, and worked in it a long time covered a little he ordered a reply to The
tected
testimony of the Governor of
Prohibievery day. She taught her little ones to be signaled.
to society than the burglar.
that state flight to be as well received
that
plant and foster flower and fruit, and
A few minutes later the captain of
has simply muzzled a brute
tion
Sbe made
as the tales of irresponsible people
how to attract the birds.
times more vicious
the cruiser read this message: "Pray
thousand
ten
is
them feel the superb rush of the growof or the paid partisans of the brewers
It has only estabaccept apologies, but am a bit out
than a mad dog.
ing time, the ecataay of the blossom-time,
and distillers.
practice.—Edward."
a
She
quarantine against a plague
the peace of tbe daya of fruitage.
has lished
Kansas
Governor Stubbs of
cholera. It has
Then the captain retired to bis cabin
more destructive than
Kave them tbe love of light, color, and
on record as follows:
Week·

into a

no

Tomato Plants

very queer.

"I suppose she's pleasant enough; but
then she would have to be, for she hasn't
a particle of style."
"Probably ahe is one of those priggish
No. 1440.—Letter Puzzles.
who think they can reform the
Supply the same syllable to each people
world."
word and change a flaw Into a sup"No, I would not invite her, If I were
port, part of a candle Into a small you. She never entertains, and she
a
would probably criticise the way you did
pite, a pain Into an Insect, part of
or preach you a sermon on tbe
into a small ax. to select Into a

-nightingale.

COL'KTT or

publishing an atteated copy of «aid Ubel and
thl· order thereon, three week· successively is
the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In
Parla, In our County of Oxfortl, the last publication to be SO day· at leaet prior to «aid second
Tuesday of Oct.. 1911, that he may there and
then In our aald Court appear and «how cause
If any be bave why the prayer of said libelant
should not be granted.
GEO. E. BIRO,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of libel and order of court thereon.
Atteet: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

ÎHI

AND ALL THROAT AND LUM6 TROUBLES.

STATE or MAIN·.

OXFORD, M :
(UAL.)
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation,
AuguMi. A. D. mi.
Uro* thk Forxooing Libel. OBUEt
That the Libelant give notice to the ukl Henry
E. Hint, LI be lee. to appear before the Justice of
our Supreme J udiclaJ Court, to be holden at Pari·,
within and tor the County of Oxford, on the
•econd Tuesday of Oeobar, A. D. 1911, by

CURE

Dr. King's
New Discovery

Personally appeared the above-named Helen
M. Bin and ma·le oath to the truth of the foregoing allegation·, and particularly aa to the
realdence of aald llbellee.
Before me. H. W. K1CKKTT,
JuMloe of the Peace.

[SEAL.]

And If the fair refuse my two
The lover is dejected.
When whole ring* In niy ears anew
I'm very much affected.

Move up. down, across and slanting and lind the names of twelve articles of dress. You may use the same
letter twice, but you must not skip.

Carpets H.

STATE OF

No. 1439.—Charades.
L
My first Is a conductor true
collected.
fares
never
Who

U Ε W A I

—

NORWAY.

No. 1438.—Roman Numeral Enigmas.
Here are five narrow streets
Turned into grassy dales:
A thousand flowers are boys;
A hundred rules are nails.
And now the last one quickly traces—
These six wise men are faces.

D Κ I R

A LOW PRICE
—

or surface
Industrious Insect

slope the edge

an

ship

Shirt Waists and Underwear.

Millinery

from to

and leave

W. O. FROTHINGHAM

1804

The Queer Woman.
A queer woman wont to lire In a community where the people were rich,

Sent th· Reply, and the Ctptain Kicked Himself.
Hoar Admiral Sir (.'ullu Keppel was
given the rouiiuaud of tlie royal yacht

The

do with It.
climate had nothing to
of It all.
bottom
Reason was at the
by fanatics,
It was not brought about
folk·
but by sane, sober, patriotic more
and
heads
who had longer
average of the
common sense than the
that time.
American people had at
It was
It was not a new theory.
Eleven
of
liquor.
the
abuse
as
old
as
an emhundred years before Christ,
all the
that
decreed
peror of China
by the roots
grape vines be pulled up
has been
and burned to ashes. China
since. Centuries
a sober nation ever
the
great
before Christ, Lycurgue,
did precisely
lawgiver of hi· people,
Greece. The
the same thing In
drinking in
prohibited
Carthagenians
the Chrisbefore
300
years
their army
law·, made
tian era. Draco, In his
All
drunkenness a capital offenoe.
It and
through history yΛΐ will find
the nations
wherever it was observed
more
the
people
and
became greater

DRIEST STATE IN

ANSWERED THE SIGNAL

SOUTH

PARIS. ME.

upon
9Itand you will receive every
penny'·

is

Wanted at Once

prices
5The
for they can't be;
have

ON ALL PARTS.

B. F.

& Co.

Spinney

SHOE FACTORY,

avr"·

any

LEABN

GIBLS TO

Plumbing

LONQLEY.

Engines

NORWAY. MAINE

«■TRaSS-

honor

worth its

not been

reduced,

nor can

price.

they

Look it

on

up!

ORCHARD GARAGE D1ED·

Proprietor·

FOR

With the Beit of Plumbing Material. Alao

L. M.

car

NORWAY

Install Gasoline Pumping
for Water Supply.

that ?s built

worth of value that you pay for.

8TITO H E2RS
ALSO,

a car

SPRING

IOOO

SUMMER.

AND

Samples.

take your order NOW for the Latest
and Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in white
and Colors, Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc

Let

us

gjaÉsigl Waistings,
For Sale.
Green gray birch
B. M.

cov(i

wood.

GREELY,

R. F. D. a, South

Pari^Ma·

In

fact,

Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
it costs you nothing to look at

1000

New Spring Fabrics, at

M ERR ITT WELCH,

NOSWAV,

—

_

_

_

_

MAINS*

